FOREWORD

I am very glad to have the opportunity of writing a brief foreword to
this history of the Bristol City Mission. The story as Mr. Cleves has
told it is a fascinating story, reflecting remarkable devotion to the
service of Jesus Christ by a large company of men and women from every
walk of life.
The history of the Mission is one which shows what the Holy
Spirit can do through the willing service of people of diverse gifts. The
story reflects a great achievement of co-operation in the Gospel of Jesus
Christ for the benefit of the City of Bristol.
The reader is left with the indelible impression that the pioneers and
their successors in the City Mission saw that the Gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ is a Gospel for the whole man. That this is no new idea, as
some think, is seen by the way in which for one hundred and fifty years
those associated with the City Mission have gone to people in need and
offered simultaneously food for the spirit and food for the body.
I commend this story warmly and am sure that all who read it will be
thrilled and fascinated and will join me in thanking God for all that He
has achieved thus far through the Bristol City Mission.

Rev. Dr. W. M. S. West, M.A., J.P.
Principal, Bristol Baptist College.
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THE REASON WHY…
……THIS BOOK WAS WRITTEN
It seemed to me that there should be some acknowledgement, however
inadequate, of the work of the Bristol City Mission Society.
Although the City Fathers of the major cities were aware of the poverty
and distress in their own slum areas, it was the concern of Mission
Societies in centres like Bristol who, with the support of other local
churches, went amongst the people living in deprivation, and poverty, and
in the name of Christ, gave them new hope.
The writer is a member of Broadmead Baptist Church. He has had close ties
with the work of the City Mission since his early days. He became
President in 1972, and has been Chairman since 1973.
To the Reverend Cyril Hadler, the Secretary of the Society, may I express
my deep appreciation for all his vigorous and willing help in all we have
both attempted in the name of the Master.
I am also indebted to Dr. Morris West, Principal of the Bristol Baptist
College, for his interest and help.
My sincere thanks also to that other person who over the years has been
my best friend, mentor, advisor, and unfailing encourager, my wife.
RONALD J. CLEVES

CHAPTER ONE
SOME NOT SO GOOD OLD DAYS.
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George IV was on the throne, soon to be followed by Victoria. A
gracious benevolence was abroad in the land. The standing and stability
of the country was at the highest peak of its long and tortuous history.
The great ships threshed their homeward bound and determined way across
the oceans of the world en route to the docks and ports of Britain all
laden with raw materials which would eventually reach the factories and
there be converted into a wide range of manufactured products for
exporting to the markets of the world. The high seas were beset with the
menace and constant threat of what was then called piracy - but woe
betide any of the Queen's foes who dared attempt to frustrate the
widespread and profitable arrangements of her world trade. The Navy and
the Army would know how to handle such threats to our lifelines.
So to the world-famed docks of Bristol, in a steady thrusting
procession came by sail and with steam, the ships - but only at high tide
because the Avon is a tidal river, each with battened down holds
enfolding the vital cargoes of cotton, cocoa, tobacco, timber, fruit and
a welter of other essential supplies. To the onlooker all the activity
could have created the impression that of all the world centres, the city
of Bristol was paramount - at least in the field of commerce, which
surely must mean prosperity.
The onlooker would have been wrong of course, in reaching that
conclusion. The truth was, that as with all the major cities and centres
of trade, it was in the contradictions and contrasts to be found in the
local back streets that the true state of affairs must be gauged and
appreciated. There were the homes of those who by birth and background
often lived in dire deprivation, and died in abject poverty, never having
known the privilege of successful business enterprise. Even the favoured
minority, who were blessed with some sort of employment, would frequently
live lives of utter misery within the prevailing infernal conditions and
appalling atmosphere of factory and workplace - the dark satanic mills,
which dominated the industrial scene of that long gone day.
Poverty, it is said, is nothing to be ashamed of. That may be right.
What can make it very wrong, and what has clearly demonstrated the
fallacy of such a statement, is that poverty, of all the other
limitations which beset mankind, does often alas, create the conditions
and therefore the reasons for despair, disease, and certainly in the era
of which we write, frequently early and often unnecessary death, thus
multiplying sorrow and inflaming the festering frustrations of the slum
conditions which become the prison life style of the poor.
Even when working in those days, circa 1827, a skilled man rarely could
earn more than 18 shillings for a week of work, and 10 shillings would be
the reward for a labourer after a week of outrageously long days when an
80 hour week would be commonplace.
In the mining areas around Bristol, to be born, as a boy into a
collier's family was to be convicted to a life sentence in the pit - an
existence of menace with its deadly dust, but survival had to pay some
price and life was cheap and expendable.
Understandably, the most popular and successful trade was crime, and
lawlessness abounded. In an attempt to stem this criminal tide, the law
was dreadful in its severity with heavy punishment for most offences. A
coiner, forger or thief could be hanged. Stocks stood in the streets and
public flogging was commonplace almost daily, usually at the Wine Street
pump, long since removed. The Corporation spent £130 for the purchase of
100 dozen pairs of handcuffs, so high was the rate of arrests.
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Bristol 1827 was small with some 52,000 people, but growing very rapidly,
almost doubling in population during the following 25 years. Even so, one
person in ten died of smallpox, and at one time there were 15,000 cases
of cholera in the city - such were the sad, unsanitary conditions.
There was however, one area of dubious distinction - Bristol was very
proud of its prize fighters - they enjoyed a national reputation.
The many dark corners and unlit public footpaths undoubtedly created
many of the conditions which made lawlessness so widespread. Commercial
rooms, shops and offices were only lit by candles, for gas was first used
in the year 1811 and then only on a most limited scale - it was to be
many years later before it became more generally adopted. Then came 1860
and all eyes were dazzled by the introduction of paraffin lamps, the last
word, it was agreed, in artificial lighting.
Cabs came in 1826, the railways in 1844. The miracle and boon sometimes the bane, too- of telegraphy was the highlight of 1851, which
year also marked the end of the most unpopular cut of all, the tax on
windows.
In 1827, the movement towards national education was getting under way,
accelerated by the fact that new factory procedures required a greater
number of literates in their work force - even so, it is recorded that it
was usual for preachers, going to the outskirts of Bristol to travel in
pairs, one to preach and his companion to teach the rudiments of reading
to the local children, using the Bible as a text book. There were to be
no actual schools in many places until much later.
Many preachers, other than ordained clergy, and sometimes clergy too
for other reasons, were looked upon with grave disfavour. Lord Sidmouth
introduced a Bill in the House of Lords to prevent anyone being licensed
as a Minister of Religion unless he was first vouched for by six
respectable householders. Many were assuming the office who were
cobblers, tailors, pig drovers and chimney sweeps, he said. The Bill was
clearly aimed against dissenters and was vigorously opposed and
ultimately rejected. If only someone in the House of Lords recalled that
the greatest preacher of all time was a humble carpenter's son, and the
greatest apostle was only a maker of tents. So preachers were encouraged
by this notable victory, and went forward into new situations and
opportunities.
The chief reason for this dramatic change of heart and attitude in high
places, was that non-conformity was growing up and rapidly coming of age
in an era that desperately needed its committed contribution towards the
work already being done by the other Churches.
It was in that setting and against the background of those desperate
times that the Bristol City Mission Society came to birth, and accepted
the challenge that its ministry and message must be to those without
homes, hygiene, or hope.

CHAPTER TWO
ABUNDANT HARVEST
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Some of the most outstanding success stories of human endeavours have
sprung from unremarkable beginnings, often the outcome of the vision of
one person. A chance meeting, or an informal exchange of ideas, the
awareness of a pressing need, these are some of the ingredients which
frequently bring about a welcome reform, or the establishment of some new
and exciting endeavour.
The history of Bristol abounds with such enterprise. Starting with one
man's dream, other men and women also saw the vision which was to become
reality.
The story of the Church is a record of world-wide achievement in the
realm of human personality. Having its genesis within the hearts of a
small group of faltering disciples who were inspired and compelled by a
strange new force far removed from their own inner limitations. Thus,
under the dynamic powers of Pentecost, it was to be said of them, that
they had turned the world upside down. The world was in fact, for the
very first time, being turned the right way up.
On May 19th 1826, a small group of ministers and leading laymen came
together to share their concern for the poor, then living in the greatly
depressed parts of Bristol. They met in a room at Salem Chapel,
Bedminster. At that time it was used by the people who subsequently built
Lodge Street Chapel. That room became the setting for the establishment
of the Bristol City Mission Society.
Word had previously come to Bristol of all the good work arising from
the operations of the London Christian Instruction Society, then working
in the back streets of the capital, in very similar circumstances and
conditions which also, alas, applied to the sad impoverished areas of
Bristol.
Following a visit to Bristol of Mr Blackburn the Secretary of the
London Society, it was agreed that a similar work should begin, but to be
known as the City Mission Society.
The eleven ministers who were part of the group who met that day,
represented what, at the time were virtually all the local free churches
of the city, one notable name being the Rev. Robert Hall of Broadmead
Baptist Church.
Among the names of laymen present was that of Mr W.D. Wills present for
the first meeting of many which were to follow when he and Mr H.O. Wills
and other members of that famous family would all later bring their
support and wisdom to the councils of the Society.
It appears that those who were present on that first exploratory
occasion, all became members of the first actual Committee of the newly
formed Society. This first Committee Meeting was held at the Tabernacle,
Penn Street, on June 15th 1826, and Mr W.D. Wills presided.
The first resolution passed is well worthy of recalling, as it sets out
the objects of the work, in the precise terms agreed by its founders.
"That a Society be established to be called the Bristol City Mission
Society for the diffusion of Evangelical Religion through the City and
its immediate vicinity, by opening houses for reading the Scriptures,
prayer and occasional preaching, by the distribution of Tracts,
establishment of Schools, etc., under the direction of a Committee, and
also visiting the poor in their habitations, urging their attendance on
public worship and the due observance of the Lord's day."
We would probably re-phrase it today, but the essential spirit of this
foundation statement has remained relevant for each generation of the men
and women who have come within the influence and ministry of the work.
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So the Society now had its terms of reference, it was aware of the plight
of the dropouts and drunkards and of those whose only cry was for
friendship and care. We may therefore well enquire, as we consult the
records, why it was that three or four years had to pass before the first
full time missionary was appointed.
It appears that the very first steps taken by the Society into their
new and unique ministry of caring, was very much of a part time nature
helped by some of the friends of the city churches. This arrangement was
most unsatisfactory and far too casual especially as it became evident
that in many respects the situation in the areas to be served was even
worse than was expected. The first salaried appointment of a full time
missionary had to be considered, and Mr John Wooldridge was called to
serve in the year 1832. Alas, he had to go after two years because the
funds for his support were not available. There were so few supporting
City Churches, and the cause at that point was almost brought to its
knees - in one sense it certainly was, for a special prayer meeting was
called. The following is an extract from the Report for the year, 1836.
There were now two missionaries, funds had slightly improved.
"Your Committee was in a state of fearful inefficiency - trembling as in
the article of death".
It goes on to enumerate many of the problems and frustrations which had
beset the work, and then, out of the blue the report continues “What, it may be asked are our present two missionaries among so many, is
this an adequate force for a warfare so momentous? A field so vast?
Where are your resources, you may exclaim. Your Committee, unalarmed by
this voice from the temple of Mammon, fearlessly reply - Our resources
are in the hearts of Christ’s followers - we will in faith, immediately
appoint another two missionaries.”
Therefore in 1836/37 the Pastoral strength of the Society became four
full time missionaries.
Those four who became the spearhead of the work then, to be joined in
1839 by one other, were in a very real sense, among some of the greatest
ever to serve the Society. The work was still in its early stages - still
hamstrung through lack of funds, with the paradox always confronting them
that the more involved they each became, to that extra extent the
besetting problem of supply and demand would be aggravated by every new
demand upon their limited finances.
We shall, within the limitation of this book, be recalling many great
names - many names, alas, are lost, but the first group were really
mighty men in ministry and in muscle too - they had to be to survive.
Charles Rowe was the first of that early group to be called to full time
work in 1836, also the same year, John Twitcher was appointed. In 1837,
John Martin, and George Kovachich was called, and in 1839, Henry Kingdon.
It was to be 12 years before a further appointment could be made.
By this time, interest in the work was growing, the folk in the City
Churches were responding to the call for help, and scores of friends made
themselves available for tract-distribution. Above all there was more
money seeping through which although still inadequate, did give a boost
to the existing work and encouraged the Society to raise its sights. The
work was creating increasing interest in the city, and the missionaries
were being handed small gifts of money for them to pass on to those in
greater need.
It is easy for us, having grown used to certain familiar features of
our daily scene, to forget that such well known elements in the pattern
of our way of life were not always there: the Police Force is one
example.
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The Police have existed in some form from earliest times, and was, from
the 13th century rather more in the form of a 'watch'. It was in 1839,
only twelve years after the City Mission Society was formed, that Sir
Robert Peel (then Mr. Peel) introduced the establishment of the Police
Force as we know it, and the appearance of the policeman on the streets
of towns and cities heralded the coming of a new factor in the fight
against crime and disorder.
The relationship between the policeman and the missionary was
sympathetic and in many ways complimentary. Both were concerned with the
same problems, although they would view its solution along the lines of
their own purposes and authority. Even the policeman was not always
welcome, and in days as comparatively recent as 1925 it was said that one
policeman alone would walk the length of the notorious Philadelphia
Street, St. Judes, at his peril- they would usually go in pairs, and even
then with some apprehension.
'Quick mister', urged one urchin to a well-known 'bobby', 'can you come
round our street, there's two of 'em going to kill each other'. 'All
right my lad,' he replied, 'I'll be there', and he marched off in the
other direction which would take him the longest way around, calculating
that by the time he reached the scene of conflict, the contestants would
be cooled off, and the spectators all departed.
Before facilities for general education of children became law, the
missionary did what he could to stem the tide of ignorance. In Great Ann
Street, St. Judes, a room was used for day school purposes, but parents
were not really concerned, and the children who came were few in
comparison to the great number available. Vandalism was rampant, and the
Great Ann Street schoolroom was a high risk. There was an informal
arrangement between the missionary in charge and the local policeman that
the man in blue should carnally call in as he passed, just by way of
indicating that the missionary was not without friends, albeit of a
different persuasion.

CHAPTER THREE
SITTING WHERE THEY SAT
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As the young and well favoured medical student inadvertently walked
through the back streets of the capital city, he was completely out of
place, far removed from his own usual context and setting. Looking around
as he made his way, he was becoming increasingly disturbed. All around
him the unholy trinity of pubs, pimps and prostitutes dominated, but it
was the sight and plight of the children which burned into his awareness
with blazing rebuke and challenge, and sent him homeward with the
beginnings of a great resolve.
‘Come and see’, he said to a few of his fashionable young friends. They
came for a lark, they saw, and were appalled.
'Do what you think you must' they said, 'if it is money we will help, but
do not ask us to go down there again'. Thus Dr. Barnardo began his great
life's work.
The Bristol City Mission, like him and all the other complimentary
means of grace such as the Salvation Army, began its work with an
emphatic awareness of the need for the simple, sincere presentation of
the Gospel, and lives were changed, but very early they found that people
were very much concerned with one thing - survival, even survival within
the dire poverty of their own restricted way of life. So the story of the
feeding of the five thousand, had in a sense, to be detached from its
usual and familiar setting in a far off eastern country so long ago, and
it had to be re-sited in the Dings, St. Philips, that down-grade part of
Bristol where some of the five thousand of the 19th century despaired and
eventually died through lack of food for the natural man. But above all,
for lack of the bread which is the life of Christ, able to meet every
man's deepest and inner needs.
The messengers sent out by the Society were always known as
Missionaries, and each of them had to be a man of many parts. He was
driven by a strange inner compulsion, sometimes to a peak of achievement
quite out of character with the limited capacity of the man himself. The
endurance and the tenacity of these men was sometimes beyond belief. They
were also men who had the great gift of the delicate, gracious touch, for
were they not handling the most sensitive of all human faculties, the
unseen, inner spirit?
The missionary had little of this world, but he did possess one supreme
asset- himself. He could give himself away, and frequently hidden behind
the formal and inadequate records of the Society there lurks the touching
fact that frequently these dedicated men would come for extra financial
help for their work. In every home they visited there was always need,
and so often when these pioneers came for more money to distribute, they
themselves had to be sent empty away. Money was so tight, there were no
overflowing baskets left over for them, it appears.
As the work unfolded, it became clear that this was not to be a
ministry along the usual accepted pattern within a church building with
all the trimmings and facilities, based upon the philosophy that the
doors are open twice on Sunday.
Outreach is a word, recently discovered it seems in our modern day, and
therefore essential as an item on the church acting agenda of all
Christian communities, but the City Missionary from the earliest days has
always known that the only way to touch and transform the people who were
part of his parish, was to sit where they sat, to laugh with them - weep
with them too.
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Something of this may be discovered as we recall one year's work, by one
man, Mr. Gillies, the 'Street' missionary. It was reported that in 1862
"Mr. Gillies had circulated 8902 tracts. Conducted 182 services in
Lodging Houses. Paid 229 visits to Public Houses. Conducted 41 services
in Mission Rooms. Made 702 Street Visits. Made 56 special visits to the
sick and dying. Had visited the Cattle Market 115 times. And conducted
338 open air services."
For all of this astonishing record of dedicated service he was paid 20
shillings per week!
It was a requirement of the Committee that each of the Missionaries
should appear before them at least once during the year to give an
account of himself and his labours. This word is frequently used in
reference to the work of the early missionaries. They were certainly
labourers in the scriptural sense, and without doubt in the other sense
in the hard and hazardous work they gladly accepted in the name of their
Master - the Lord of the Harvest.
In order to ensure that the missionaries of that time were not tempted
to ease up the heavy and hectic daily programme each man had to face, it
was decided to introduce what was in effect, a time sheet. This had to be
completed and returned for scrutiny each month.
It is of interest to reflect upon this document, which was officially
headed 'Monthly Schedule'.
No. of Family Visits
No. of Calls
No. of Visits to Sick and Dying
Read the Scriptures
Hours spent in other Mission Work
No. of Public Services held
Average Attendance, Sunday Services
Average Attendance, Weekday
Deaths of Persons visited
How many of them visited only by the Missionary
No. of Persons induced to attend Public Worship
How many have become Members of the Churches
No. of Children induced to attend Sunday Schools
No. of Interviews with Secretaries or Superintendents
What this questionnaire did not cover was the difficulty such complete
involvement meant to find time for private devotions and study, and if
the missionary was married when could he at least, pass the time of day
with his family, but above all, there were no questions to cover the
considerable personal risks inherent in the work.
The risks were twofold. Those were violent days, and the missionary was
wide open to the thug and thief, and early records indicate that some of
the missionaries were at times, victims of such attacks.
The other risk was the much more devastating one of contracting the
diseases which prevailed among the people they were serving. At one time,
both Mr. Kovachich and Mr. Kingdon were attacked by cholera. Mr. Kingdon
especially was desperately ill. So severe was another epidemic, referred
to as 'the fever', in the Lawfords Gate district, that a special meeting
of the Mission Committee was called to consider the gravity of the
situation. On yet a further occasion, every one of the missionaries was
ill through contact with their people - and for a few days the work of
the Society was brought to a standstill - including the sadness of
burying folk who had succumbed. The pathetic little service of interment
had to wait until one of the missionaries had himself recovered.
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In those far off days, the men were known as 'Street Missionaries', which
was precisely their work. The Society did not set out to open stations,
these were to come later. For one thing, there was not enough finance for
them to consider seriously anything more ambitious than the use of a room
in someone's house. This arrangement must have been most inconvenient for
all parties. The rent was as little as two shillings per week, sometimes
even less.
A room, at least, was somewhere people could come and talk with the
Missionary. The earlier view expressed by the Committee, was that the
ministry of the missionaries must chiefly be within the homes of the
people. That view was eventually modified, and Mr. W.D. Wills himself
rented premises in Great George Street for use by the Society as a simple
chapel. The rent for that first sanctuary was £8 per year.
The missionaries were accepted in the districts almost as members of the
many families they found there. Apart from the local publican, and the
occasional policeman, the missionary was the only person, who with the
doctor, was likely even to know them, certainly no one else was likely to
care.
So the missionary was preacher, confidant, encourager, the reader of
letters for some, the writer of letters for others, he was expected to be
a legal expert, he must be able to unravel the mysteries of forms and So
official looking documents, he was frequently consultant on the sniffs
and sneezes of the young, and the aches and pains of the old.
It is not surprising that Mr Kingdon, who was everybody's friend as he
laboured, was known to all as the 'Bishop of Bedminster'.
Even so, on one occasion, the Committee were faced with the great
sorrow of having to call before them one of the missionaries who had only
recently been appointed, and who had been unwise in a pastoral
relationship. Vague comments had been made about him, and because any
shadow falling upon the work, even if not easy to prove, would harm and
hinder the mission of the Society, the unhappy man concerned was
dismissed. There were very heavy hearts at the meeting where the decision
was made, and the kindly members of the Committee, having prayed with him
arranged for his salary to be continued several weeks as a gesture of
compassion.
The City Missionary was continually immersed in the sights and sounds
and sorrows of the battle raging around him, a battle in which so many
sad fighters for the barest existence were doomed to be losers. The
battleground was the vast area containing the hovels of the poor, the
spoils of that warfare was the prize of human dignity - to secure some
meaning for living for those unfortunates who were almost the
untouchables. Under such circumstances every ally to the cause was
welcome even when such help was limited.
It was often the doctor who joined forces with the missionary in this
call to arms. Often working together during the day, and also the
midnight hours in the cramped attic of a broken down dwelling - both
fighting to save a human life - both marvelling at each other's fortitude
and patience.
There was no immediate and spontaneous cure in those days for the
besetting scourge of Enteric Fever and many of the other ills which daily
menaced the poor. In that era, nothing was known of the wonder drugs - of
penicillin, and the other antibiotics, which as by a miracle it would
seem, can cut short the worst pneumonic lesion, and which has reduced the
mortality rate of that one time dreaded disease by 85 per cent. It was
the increase of infection, aggravated by the relentlessness of poverty
which created the conditions in which the doctor and the missionary at
times could only stand by in utter helplessness and inner frustration.
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At the close of the nineteenth century, Dr Rontgen was to advance medical
science dramatically by the introduction of X-Rays - alas, it was to be
many years before such help would become available and be eventually used
for the benefit of all sufferers - even those within the sad areas of
Bristol.
The man with the black bag, who would scorn the claim that, in his
limited way, he was carrying on the work of the Great Physician, had a
common factor with the missionary: this was the illogical compulsion
which thrust them both into the dark waters of the deepest end of the
offensive and infected pool of human misery. These men were the pioneers,
and the mark of a pioneer is the frequent loneliness of his calling - and
at the end, the ultimate lack of any financial gain for himself which
attends his efforts. The love of Christ constrains us, was the
explanation so aptly suggested by the Apostle Paul.
So the doctor set up his one room consultation base, in the Dings, and
to the stark threadbare simplicity of that haven of hope the suffering
mass of humanity from the back streets would gather. The children would
come, with all the ills which beset the young and the doctor fought on
with so few weapons to do battle in the incessant germ warfare. The
mother-to-be would come, now very close to her time - the old persons too
would come, also very close to their time - but time which for them was
rapidly running out.
The suicide rate was appalling, but who really cared? Each victim of
his or her own despair was one less mouth to fill. There would be a few
sighs of regret by a neighbour, and then the oblivion of being forgotten.
The City Missionaries were very ordinary men, although the wide scope of
their ministry and the demands upon their help and advice did frequently
require that they should each have the advantage of a reasonable, wideranging education. Sometimes, as the Committee pondered upon making a new
appointment, however, it was accepted that the warmth and obvious
suitability of a candidate did outweigh a possible lack of scholarship.
Even at the very highest level of ability, such were the demands of his
calling, the missionary frequently felt himself to be ill equipped in
mind or spirit for the demands of his very specialised ministry which
required a sensitive, balanced and skilled ability to touch and relieve
the inner, festering wounds of the human spirit. Whatever the
circumstances, by day or by night, these men refused to be daunted, and
would not give up.
The time was to come when the great boon of the 'Medical Posts' became
available. These centres were often the joint effort and concern of the
doctor and the missionary working together to make these health depots; a
base for new hope and renewed health.
The Society was also aware of the needs of those who did not actually
live in the various areas of the city served by the team of missionaries.
These were usually groups of men who would be found on building projects
or other contract work within the city.
There were a great number of men engaged in the vast amount of work
which eventually led to the opening of the Clifton Suspension Bridge in
1864. The Society felt that this was an opportunity not to be missed, and
the contractors responsible for that new and exciting project, had no
serious objection to a missionary serving the spiritual needs of the army
of workers, providing there was no interference with them during their
working day. This very reasonable condition was respected by the
missionary, who nevertheless found many opportunities to speak with the
men, and also make widespread use of tracts and copies of the Gospels.
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When coal was discovered under the new cut between Bath Bridge and
Bedminster in 1888, the City missionary, Mr. H. Kingdon who was based in
the Bedminster district, also became involved in the welfare of the men
who were employed there. Mr. A. J. Tippett had similar opportunities
amongst the colliers at the Whitehall Coal Mine, and also the coal mine
at Easton.
Yet another group that exercised the concern of the Society was the
drivers of the horse drawn cabs which were in extensive use throughout
the city. This was a very scattered group, based in appropriate stables,
and was a large number of men. The Society gained permission to appoint a
man to visit the 'stables', which for convenience were set up in various
parts of the city. There would always be drivers sitting about in the
stables awaiting their turn of duty, and the missionary, ignoring the
card playing of some and the snoring of the others, was always a welcome
visitor- sometimes greeted with a degree of scorn and argument, but quite
undaunted and gratified for the opportunity to speak about the Gospel.
One man's home life had collapsed - he was now working out his notice
at the stable, and at the end of the week he was going to sea. He
listened to the servant of God - he responded to the appeal, and he
returned that very evening to his astonished and gratified family.
Another rewarding sphere of activity was among the quarrymen then
working on the site adjacent the Durdham Downs. Everybody complained
about the quarrymen. They were, it was claimed by the higher respectable
folk who lived nearby, a noisy, drunken nuisance, always fighting,
especially when they had their free time, limited though that was. 'They
sit and lie about all over our lovely Downs' said the aggrieved
residents. The police were powerless; after all, the Downs is supposed to
be for those who want to sit about!
The Society sent up their man to reconnoitre, and upon hearing his
report, the Society forthwith appointed him to the job. This was in 1897,
and the ministry of the missionary at the quarry continued for a number
of years - the happy outcome of this effort, initiated and undertaken by
the Society, was that a group of churches in the Durdham Downs area were
so impressed that they volunteered to take over the project. This was
eventually agreed by the Society who felt that they could use the
missionary elsewhere.
With all the wide and varied causes of suffering, especially rickets
which beset the children, it was realised that there were also a sadly
high number of boys and girls who were deaf and dumb. There were small
groups of concerned friends who were already involved but the City
Mission felt that they should consider their own part in this unhappy
problem. They had no facilities, but for a time, the widespread appeal of
deaf and dumb children in their districts became a special charge. When
they were unable to cope themselves, they made every effort to place the
unfortunate children in the care of those who were able to help.
The Society in all this, could have taken the view that so many of the
problems and ills of the people were self-inflicted - and some were
probably aggravated by the multiplicity of the Ale Houses, some within
sight of each other in the same street. In fact, the missionaries were
glad to be allowed to enter the bars and tap rooms and thus take a
friendly greeting to those within.
In a number of cases, although in complete opposition to each other,
the publican and the missionary were on very cordial terms. The Society
taking the view that the many beer houses would continue to function, so
why not use them to quietly sow the seed, the soil was already there and
well prepared.
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There were Temperance groups working in the city, and the City Mission
invited them to have some share in the work of Public House visitation.
The response was cool, for the Temperance workers were really only
interested in the closing of all such places.
There was for many years, one well known building in Bristol which
dominated the minds of the poor, especially the poor who were getting
older. It was the Workhouse. It stood in all its sturdy, solitary state
just beyond the Eastville Tram terminus: it was the symbol of the last
rites of human misery. It was the warning sign to all who were the
victims of their own weakness and folly, but it was also at least a roof
over the heads of the homeless - the wayfarer, and the man and woman
whose roots had long since rotted.
The City Mission became involved through its concern for the tramps and
other footloose itinerants who became inmates. It is to the great credit
of the Society, that in spite of their own lamentable lack of funds, they
did what was possible to bring some relief to the inhabitants and
'casuals' whose only home was an institution.
The setting up of the old 'Board of Guardians of the Poor' was a
further attempt by local authority to provide help to the needy. The
'Guardians', a kind of forerunner of the modern welfare state, was
restricted because of its own lack of finance, but it was able to make
modest grants of money available, and 'collect it yourself' coal vouchers
for many who might have died of the cold. In Great George Street could be
hired a small, two wheeled handcart, just big enough to contain one
hundredweight of coal, which in those days was two shillings per
hundredweight, even that was more than the very poor could afford.
From the same yard, the buskers could also hire, for the day, the once
familiar barrel organ. I was 'guest organist' on one occasion as I
happened to be passing. It was by the special invitation of 'Charlie
Chaplin' who was a regular performer, and always surrounded by a host of
urchins. I had met him in one of the Doss Houses. Charlie knew all the
hymns we used at the service. His professional gear during the week was
the bowler hat, the cane, and the tatty bags of that other well-known
character of the same name!
As I reflect upon the lives of the missionaries and so many others who
have made their impact upon the great work of the Society, I have become
aware of the echo of laughter - I have, in a strange way, walked and
talked with some of them who were called to their reward long years
before my time. For the missionaries, fun and laughter cannot have been
easy. Yet the missionary could not have survived without the twinkle in
his eye. This I remember vividly was so typical of George Brown of Crofts
End. I still see the smiling faces of so many missionaries I knew, and do
I feel the pressure of their handshake too, or am I a romantic with the
vivid imagination that they, being dead, yet still speak.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE MAN GOD CAN USE
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As we reflect upon the personalities who have served the Society as
missionaries, there emerges a picture of a group of men each committed to
and compelled by a profound conviction. Without this single minded
purpose it is most unlikely any of them would have survived. They had to
face each issue and crisis as it came their way. There were no guidelines
laid down in those early days, no past experience of others to recall and
invoke. They were themselves creating guidelines for those who would in
turn, succeed them in the work.
After Mr. Wooldridge and the other four men who comprised the first
team of missionaries, there have been 63 full time 'Agents' of the
Society.
It would be impossible to make even the most summary reference to them
all, yet each, in his day, gave himself completely to the work, and
within his own capacity, made his impact upon it. What does astonish is
the long length of service given by so many, especially in earlier days
when each sortie into the 'parish' would be fraught with peril. 30 years
was commonplace, and three missionaries each served for over 50 years. In
a number of cases, even when the man had actually retired from active
service he would frequently become involved again, so firm and personal
were the ties that linked pastor and people. This 'overtime' was usually
unofficial. There is reference to the fact that some missionaries,
although quite advanced in years, requested permission to continue their
old ministry of visitation of the sick - without extra payment. The
Society was glad to agree.
The Committee had to look ahead. Some of the first missionaries were
accumulating more and more birthdays and must, in due course, even
against their own inclination withdraw from the work.
It is to the credit of the Committee of the Society that although
finance was a constant matter of concern - there was always more needing
to be done than resources could allow, they nevertheless gave very early
and sincere consideration to the urgent priority of establishing a
superannuation scheme, thus relieving the mind of some of the older
missionaries.
They took the kindly view, that when a man retires he should receive
almost the same amount of pension as his salary had been, therefore the
first City missionary 'pensioner' was granted £50 per year, only £4 less
than his salary. This gesture was deeply appreciated by the men who did
not want to retire anyway.
Up to the year 1900, and apart from the first group of missionaries,
there were, it seems, probably eight men who in their own way, were
outstanding among the others of the same period, 1827 - 1900. Aaron
Wiltshire, Caleb Lee, Joseph Hinam Bell, Owen Butler, A.J. Tippett, C.T.
Parry, J.H. Cozens and Henry Webb. Some of these and their ministry
continued well into the years following 1900.
Each of these would justify a chapter in this story - each was a giant
among his fellows, and although there was the very exceptional occasion
when a missionary stepped out of line and was judged to be out of harmony
with official policy, the Committee were always most scrupulously fair in
their consideration of the issues involved. Indeed in the long history of
the Society, no steps involving discipline were ever taken without most
careful and prolonged deliberation.
Owen Butler was a missionary greatly beloved - he came into the work in
1875 and served the Society in every area of its activities. Almost
contemporary with him was A.J. Tippett who in 1884 commenced a most
outstanding ministry based upon the Easton district.
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Much of his time was taken up in the gradual process of developing the
mission premises there. It was very much the result of Mr. Tippett’s
vision and persistence that the work at Owen Street evolved and it was a
most severe blow to the progress of events, that their Pastor the
missionary was called home in 1904 when there still remained so very much
to do, for the completion of the project which had cost him so much in
time and effort.
Hinam Bell was a legend in his day and remained so long after his
death. He was appointed in 1877 and Cumberland Street Hall soon became
known as Mr. Bell's Mission by all including the members of the City
Mission. Mr. Bell's Mission was the very centre of-everything that
happened in the district. He was not a big man in stature, but from the
very first he made a massive impact on the Society and its work. He died
in 1932, aged 86, and on that day the whole of the 'Dings' area of St.
Philips, mourned.
To glance through the book containing the 31 excellent hymns written by
missionary Charles T. Parry is to wonder why some of them are not to be
found in other hymn books. There was a copyright involved, but permission
would surely have been given by Mr. Parry if a request to do so had been
made. C.T. Parry was a most gifted man who was unsparing of himself and
all the skills which he was able to exercise for a large number of years
in the Great Ann Street area.
If one man stood supreme amidst the caring and specialised service of
the Society, that man would be J.H. Cozens, remembered long after his
passing. The name John Cozens was synonymous with the City Mission, and a
memorial house hearing his name and situated in Stapleton Road became a
haven and home for succeeding missionaries, and sometimes the homeless
too for many years following his death.
In spite of the very large numbers of the people who could not read,
the Society realised from the first that the widespread use of 'tracts'
could become a further means of communicating the Gospel. There were a
number of Tract Societies' in London who were very willing to provide the
material for this purpose. Supplies were maintained in quantities of
20,000 leaflets in each batch. This form of ministry became so popular
that the Society appointed a 'Tract Superintendent' whose duty was to
ensure the continual topping up of supplies, and to regulate the
distribution of the leaflets to the missionaries and other friends from
some of the city churches who together visited the homes of the poor.
This literature was generally well received, and the subject matter
covered a wide field, from "Friendly Greetings", to the most popular of
all, entitled "The Despairing Death Bed". Extra copies of this most
ominously sounding masterpiece had to be ordered to meet the widespread
demand, even so, some still managed to reach the pawnshops.
This undoubted aid to the work of the harassed, overworked missionary
continued for many years, and the testimony of a great number of people
was an acknowledgement of the help they had found as they read the
tracts. In due course, large type tracts also became available for the
older people.
'On the district' was a general term to denote the network of poor slum
streets and alleys. The devious passages which opened up into the wider
roads which were sometimes choked with stalls and hucksters barrows, lit
in the evening by naphtha flares, and surrounded by the crowds who were
the riffraff of the city - all pushing, jostling and shouting. Here
gathered all the local pickpockets, thieves, mobsters and worse.
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Here also, moving quietly and gently, was the missionary with a smile
that held all the pathos of experience - all the pitying, compassionate
knowledge of human weakness - he was a gentle rebuke in a veritable
desert of depravity in all its sordid aspects.
Yet there was a price to pay, and missionary Mr. J.H. Cox, based at
Jubilee Hall, St. Philips Marsh was most viciously beaten up just because
he happened to be passing through, and a gang of thugs were looking for a
likely victim. Everything he had was taken, and most of his clothes were
removed too. The Society, greatly distressed, made good the losses he had
suffered, with a little extra by way of encouragement. He pulled himself
together and after a few days and with a new suit, he made his way down
the same street as before, to continue the visiting which had been
previously prevented.
We have to remember that all the visiting done by these great Christian
characters was on foot. The motor car was not yet generally available,
and even when it was, few, if any of the missionaries could afford such a
luxury.
It would surely be well-nigh impossible to find another group of men
who shared and enjoyed a similar fellowship to that which existed between
the team of missionaries. For many years they met together on the Monday
of each week. This was for fellowship and prayer, and it was sometimes
said of them that they worked so well together because they prayed so
often together. At one point when it appeared that this fellowship
occasion might have to be discontinued because of the pressure of all
their other duties, the Committee, evidently aware of the value of this
weekly event, got into touch with each of the missionaries and urged them
to make every effort to maintain their link with each other in this way.
It is not possible to assess the extent of the regard the friends
within the stations, felt towards the missionaries - indeed in most cases
this amounted to sincere affection - any attempt on the part of the
Officers to move their missionary was usually met by the most stubborn
objection and a resistance which was sometimes an embarrassment to the
poor man who was caught in the middle. Deputations - protests - and on
one occasion there were even tears. It was most unusual for a missionary
who was working in such a happy situation to be disturbed - when it did
happen, it was usually to offset a problem which had been created at one
of the other stations by the death or removal of the incumbent.
So highly regarded was Mr. Neal by his people at Owen Street that they
made a collection between themselves, and sent on the outcome, which was
£56, to the Treasurer of the Society for the General Funds. This thanks
offering was unique, because it took place while Mr. Neal was still their
missionary.
Another missionary, touched by the compassion of Christ, entertained at
his own family table with dinner and tea, every Sunday for thirty years,
a woman completely blind and deaf.
Yet another had gone to the one room home of a sick and elderly woman
and every morning for a whole year until she died, had taken off his
jacket, cleared the grate, made a fresh fire, then cleaned up the room
and given her breakfast. What could she say in her helplessness to such
dedication? One morning she asked him to bend over her so that she might
see his face a little closer, then she kissed him. It was all she could
do, as he told a friend later, 'It brought a lump to my throat'. But he
never referred to his own gracious service which had so blessed the last
few months of one soul among so many.
A missionary summed it up when he commented - We are liked by a few,
disliked by some, ignored by others, but generally sought by all when
they are in trouble.
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These were men with unbounded energy. A glance at the weekly programme
for one of the Mission Halls, in 1930, for just one year indicated that
apart from every other involvement and activity of the missionary outside
the mission premises, there were no less than 15 events each week within
the mission in which he was also involved.

CHAPTER FIVE
HOW GOD DOES USE THE MAN
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Ladysmith, Mafeking, Telegraphy, these and so many other events of
worldwide interest marked the changes which were ushering in the year
1900, with so much to startle and astonish as the century progressed.
The City Mission Society was by now, well established - 74 years of age,
and almost halfway towards the Queen’s Silver Jubilee which would be
celebrated in 1977. The possibility of reaching that celebration of 150
years was far from their thinking in 1900. What mattered was the
unfolding of each new day and the grace of God to meet each new demand.
From 1900, until the year of the Jubilee, there were to be 37
missionaries called to the work. They were to see a new pattern of their
ministry emerge as the era was steadily moving into a changed day and
changing dimension.
As in the first half of the work until 1900, so in the second half
certain personalities dominate the scene and seem to come alive as the
'Characters' of their own day.
A.J. Neale, W.H. Townshend, A. Shrubsall, C.M. Clymer, A.A. Beckhurst,
W.J. Little, E.S. Nelson and George Webb, are amongst those who were
appointed as missionaries in the early years following the commencement
of the new century.
The writer can recall, as a young man, five of these servants of God,
with a deep sense of gratitude for the opportunity and experience of
knowing them.
'Shrubby' as we all inevitably called the then missionary of Dean Lane
was a unique personality, always bigger than those around him and
consequently it was never possible to squeeze him into a compartment of
some other person's design. There was much of the rebel in him, and his
reaction to the requirements of the Committee of the Society was
sometimes a source of frustration to them as, at times, they had to call
him to order. Even then, it was not unknown for him to fail to appear to
give an account of himself!
Arthur Shrubsall was a great reader - he had a good mind, he was an
excellent preacher and a faithful pastor - and he was to Dean Lane, what
Hinam Bell had been to Cumberland Street. He 'reigned' for 56 years as a
missionary.
Mr. C.M. Clymer of Jubilee Hall, St. Philips was the man with the
loving heart, who had the great gift of bringing the touch of the Master
to those who were bereaved. So it was with W.J. Little of happy memory,
especially in his later years, and his outstanding ministry within the
Bristol Royal Infirmary.
There came to the most demanding task at Easton, and in succession to
Mr. Tippett, a most worthy and gifted man - A.J. Neal whose ministry was
greatly blessed especially in the essential field of the young people’s
work.
The man of the family, whose 'family' influence overflowed into his
work for the Lord, was E.S. Nelson. Most pictures of him shows him
surrounded by children - and young people, there was always fun and
laughter with him, yet with it all, a clear presentation of the Gospel.
It was in the period following 1920 that the acceleration of change
became more marked. New men were being appointed to make good the
inevitable losses caused by retirement and death.
Of the missionaries who came into the work subsequently to 1920, George
Brown was unique - he came into the fellowship of the Society, bringing
his own Mission Station with him, as John Cozens had done before him.
Crofts End became part of the City Mission Society in 1928.
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George Brown was a big man in every sense. A one-time coal miner, he was
powerful in build, yet with the delicate, gentle touch of the grace of
God which explained why, in the crisis of their lives, people would
always send for George Brown. Every person he would meet as he walked the
roads and streets of the area surrounding the mission knew him and would
greet him. His ministry of friendliness closed when he was called home in
1949. His passing was a great loss to the writer, to whom Mr. Brown had
been a great encourager in early days. 'Mind you keep as close as you can
to the larder young fellow', he would say, for I was aged 16, and at
Crofts End to preach, and was at the time, somewhat tender.
The gentlemanly W. Davis was a joy to know – along with his charming,
gifted wife. His calm sincere giving of himself was so much the
reflection of the grace of God within his own experience. The people
loved Bill Davis.
Of the others serving the Society since 1933, Alec Hutchings and E.W.
Gibbs both brought to their calling a warmth and a wealth of personality
which is still recalled with thankfulness to God. Ralph Parsons, with a
great sense of dedication and fun - a profound faith and with the gift to
express it in a way which made an appeal to the young people.
What shall we say of E. Benger, A.E. Godsell, W.H. Ellis, D.R. Morgan,
W. Clynes, all missionaries closer to our own time and each involved in a
sphere of service of God's appointment within the fellowship of the
Society.
So many names - so many faces and voices - such a galaxy of stars
bringing the light and glow of the word of reconciliation. Who could
assess the vast number of handshakes, and healing words represented by
the lengthy and loving list of the names of the men who served and are
serving the Society in its mission of mercy.
At the peak period of the outreach and involvement of the Society,
concern was rightly expressed within the Committee regarding the unduly
heavy load being carried by the missionaries. Overwork was resulting in
illness which in 1891 actually threatened the work. To combat this state
of affairs, it was decided to divide Bristol into twelve separate areas
to be called 'Districts'. To each District a volunteer friend was
appointed. He would be known as superintendent of the district. It was
the superintendent's responsibility to find, usually from within his own
church, other Christian friends who could also become involved in the
district as visitors - and thus lighten some of the load of the
missionary, who would still be left with a vast amount of visiting.
400/500 visits by the missionary, apart from visiting friends, each year
was commonplace.
The London Town Mission Society, through their Secretary, gave much
invaluable advice, arising from their own experience in the London slums,
where some crowded slum conditions were even worse than in parts of
Bristol. In due course, that particular crisis within the Society passed
safely, and the work grew apace.
In 1831 the eyes of the whole of Britain were upon Bristol, for just
below the surface a restlessness was simmering, which eventually burst
into flames, and the subsequent violence became known as the 'Bristol
Riots'. This became the excuse and the opportunity for men and women who
had been suppressed by poverty and despair to break out of their unhappy
circumstances and try force changes. They failed, but the seeds of great
changes were sown, although the harvest was to be long in coming. The
City Mission was in the throes of all this, and whilst avoiding the
politics of the situation, had to cope with all the extra demands upon
time and understanding which the outburst of violence created for all
concerned.
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Was there, we wonder, any significance in the fact that 1831, the year of
vicious frustration at home, also saw the end of that other great assault
on human dignity, slavery?
Meanwhile a new ally in the bitter battle to save men's bodies was soon
to become available. Doctor Lister, in far off Glasgow was about to
introduce the power of antiseptic into the conflict against disease, and
so, for all those, who like the missionary, the doctor, and all who
worked with the poor, a new day of hope and relief from the ravages of
infection was dawning.
There was, however, still only one antidote to the basic malady which
was at the very heart of the missionary’s warfare. This was the power of
Christ to change lives - to bring relief to the troubled heart, and the
word of peace to the sorrowing. This was the special charge of the
missionary - he too was gifted with a healing touch. One incident will
illustrate this. During the early hours, the husband of a woman whose
home was very much removed from the area served by Mr. C.M. Clymer the
missionary, passed away. The woman who had a young son, was in no way
connected with the City Mission, but Mr. Clymer somehow heard of the sad
event, and in the morning, was almost the first visitor to call and to
pray with someone who was a complete stranger. The woman always
remembered with gratitude that great example of the caring spirit of the
Master, - His love in action. The woman was my mother, I was the little
boy.
Some years later, I had occasion to walk through the very rough and
ready Catherine Mead Street in Bedminster, lying in the shadow of the
mighty factory of W.D. and H.O. Wills. Suddenly it happened - two women
from opposite sides of the street, came together in the middle of the
road in violent conflict. One of them, looking around for a weapon,
snatched up a most unlucky black cat who was quietly browsing on a window
sill, and hurled the unfortunate animal into the face of her opponent whereupon the cat, thoroughly annoyed, clawed the poor woman’s face most
severely. The battle continued - one woman had lost all her upper
garments, and the crowd around were urging them on to even greater
effort. Then quietly came the diminutive and saintly missionary, W.J.
Little, who happened to be visiting in the street, and was now, with one
other, between the women to separate and soothe.
A City Missionary is never off duty.
In the long years of the work of the Society and its agents, it would
be unlikely and unnatural if at some time, some frailty of behaviour did
not show through. It has therefore to be recorded that in 1878, there was
on the part of the seven missionaries, what was in effect, a threat of
their complete withdrawal of labour!
The Committee, perhaps unwisely, had issued a document entitled
"Instructions to Missionaries". It set out in a welter of words, eleven
separate requirements, which would have created an almost impossible
situation for the missionaries. A letter was sent by them to the
Committee - its closing paragraph reads "We the agents of the Society whose names are hereto appended, being
deeply grieved on account of the step we are now compelled to take, but
feeling that we cannot comply with such unreasonable conditions and
requirements do hereby protest against such unexampled proceedings and
resolve that we will not pledge ourselves to the instructions".
Strong stuff indeed, and the Committee was astonished at such reaction,
from of all people, the missionaries! More letters were exchanged,
consultations were arranged, there was the technique borrowed from
business, no doubt, of isolating each of the missionaries and pointing
out to him the grave view being taken by the Committee.
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Eventually there was a compromise, everyone shook hands, and the document
was modified, and eventually to the relief of all parties, withdrawn.
In spite of all the problems which beset the missionaries day by day, and
by night too, they loved the people and yearned to be of service to them
in the Name of the Lord. There was never any great difficulty in finding
suitable men to serve the Society, in spite of all the known hazards
involved. In 1880, in response to an advertisement for a further
missionary there were 44 applications, on another occasion in the early
part of 1900 there were 42 replies, and in 1929 the astonishing total of
79 people asked to be considered - 11 of these were actually ordained
ministers. One applicant wrote from Ontario in Canada. On most other
occasions when the Society would advertise for help, there was rarely
less than 10 showing interest.
For many years, the missionaries would meet on a Monday of each month
for their own prayer and fellowship session, and to consider some aspects
of the work in which they were so much involved.
These men were held in very high esteem by all - for their work's sake.
They were also much sought after to serve on social groups such as the
'Board of Guardians', on Hospital Boards and for consultation with a
number of Charities who all saw in the City Missionary a man of wisdom
and experience. It was however, the policy of the Society that such
appointments, although worthy, should be avoided, the missionaries
already so heavily committed, agreed with that view.
The preaching and praying by the missionaries and others who were
supporters of the work, frequently brought about the desired results men and women responded and became converts. This posed a difficult
situation. The Society was not a "Church" in the accepted sense of having
a building set aside for worship, with deacons and officers to care for
its members. There were only a very few mission stations, none of them
had facilities to support a full church way of life. In most cases, the
station was only a hired room.
There was also the additional factor that the Society had not set out
to become another denomination, but rather to work amongst the poor and
needy, to be a friend to them in their own homes. What then asked the
missionaries, can we do with the converts? To direct them to another
established city church would mean that they might feel uncomfortable out
of their own setting - they could also feel unwelcome in their appearance
and unwanted. To the great credit of most of the city churches this was
not the problem it threatened to be, in fact, so many of the larger, so
called fashionable churches, were supporting the work of the Society,
that converts were received, and given membership of the church of their
choice. In one year alone, as one example among many, one leading
Congregational Church received 20 new members from one City Mission
district. Eventually, as larger Mission Stations were built, the converts
tended to identify with the local Mission Hall, where probably the
missionary who had been instrumental in their conversion, was in
oversight.

CHAPTER SIX
THE PLACE OF GOD'S ABODE
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When W.T. Stead, in association with William Booth published 'In Darkest
England', even he was surprised at the extent of the reaction, and the
widespread concern expressed by the 200,000 people who clamoured to read
his book. The establishment was shocked at its revelations – ‘we did not
know!' they exclaimed. There were those who urged that the information
should somehow be suppressed.
'In Darkest Bristol', the City Mission was getting to grips with its
own, more local aspect of the national economic, and spiritual blackness
in the slums, which hovered like a deathly fog over body and spirit. It
was a superhuman task, but they knew where the heart of the problem lay,
and so they made the special appointment in 1863 of Mr. Ward with the
express purpose that he should serve exclusively in the Public Houses.
This was a mammoth task indeed - the pubs were everywhere. They were not
the well-appointed places of our day, but rather the broken down hovels
with the sawdust covered floors, where the down and outs found some
warmth and enjoyed or endured the company of fellow sufferers. Men and
women drowned as many of their miseries as they could in the ever flowing
alcoholic stream, which because it was so cheap, gushed from the cellars
and vaults, thus providing some temporary relief. To this demanding
situation, Mr. Warn was therefore committed, and thus the first
congregations the missionaries had were those who gathered in the tap
rooms, which in a strange way, became the first Mission Stations. This
arrangement was usually helped by the goodwill and tolerance of the
landlord who accepted the presence and intentions of the missionary as a
possible future ally when he had to deal with some of the bad cases who
would use his 'house'.
The Society, from its inception, realised the value of 'tracts',
especially in the work amongst the men in the many stables and yards, and
also in the visitation of the innumerable pubs and tea shops. There was
also a wide distribution of copies of the Gospels.
Some indication of the tremendous hold poverty and the pubs had over
the people may be judged as we recall that a request was made to the
Pawnbrokers, whose name was legion, that they should co-operate with the
City Mission by retaining bibles and tracts when they were brought in to
be pledged, - usually for a few pathetic coppers. The Society would then,
in due course, call and redeem whatever copies there were, for further
distribution. A blanket, new and thick and warm had been given to a
family in the Dings. It was too good to use they said, so it was kept
exclusively as a regular pledge. It was said of that blanket, that it had
been 'popped' into every pawnshop in Bristol, many times.
In the early days, it was the homes of the people that became a sort of
sanctuary - and the kitchen table would be the altar. If the family were
posh and enjoyed the extra luxury of a front room, then that would be
where the missionary would meet and greet whoever of the family were
interested. Usually the visitor would take them as they were, coming and
going almost as any other member of the family. In hundreds of homes, he
became almost that - a member of the family.
The first room to be hired for use as an actual 'Station' was made
available through the generosity of a great benefactor of the work. A
minute dated 1827 records: "Mr. W.D. Wills reported that he had engaged a
room in Great George Street at the rent of eight pounds per annum - to be
paid quarterly".
That room was, in fact, to be the first of many which were to become,
in the terms of the title of this chapter - A Place of God's Abode within
the life and witness of the City Mission Society.
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As time passed and the work progressed, it became increasingly evident
that the missionaries must each have a place, however modest, in which to
do the pastoral part of their work, - the personal contact which was
impossible amidst the noise and bustle of someone’s kitchen. So it was
agreed, that single rooms could be rented at the discretion of the
missionary - but not, it was pointed out by the ever vigilant Committee,
if it would mean that the missionary would be tempted to do less
visiting!
These rooms were opened in Picton Street, Hotwells, Kingsdown, Mill
Lane, Barton Hill, the Temple area, Stillhouse Lane, Sevior Street and
many other places of strategic importance, and became invaluable in spite
of the inconvenience of the arrangement. Then came the first step towards
the setting up of a more permanent building.
A brief but most significant minute in 1864 recalls that: "A letter was
read from Dr. Ash, offering a subscription of £50 towards the erection of
a Mission Station in New Street, St. Pauls and he suggested that
enquiries be made as to the availability of a suitable site".
And so, as soon as the balance of the full cost became available, the
first City Mission was established.
Soon Sargent Street and the Dings Mission were acquired in 1865. Both
these buildings remained within the care of the Society for many years,
as did also the most useful and successful Mission Hall in Salmon Street,
taken over by the Society at approximately the same time.
A number of other premises, some not especially suitable came within
the charge of the Society around the period 1860-1880. Some of these had
to be relinquished through lack of funds, but the officers, accepting the
occasional setback, were undaunted, and almost immediately, invested in
other premises. So progressive was the work that 1870 saw the early
commencement of the subsequently highly successful witness at Barton
Street and York Road, - although at that time there were no actual
premises available, they were to come later. By 1877, discussions had
already begun regarding a site for the erection of the building which
became Cumberland Street Mission.
Came 1890, and the pattern of the activities of the Society was already
taking shape as a number of Mission Halls had been established in key
districts to replace the somewhat inadequate rooms of the earlier days.
The Society was now under cover of its own roof and within its own walls,
based on Salmon Street, York Road, Great Ann Street, John Street,
Cumberland Street and Barton Street. A single room station continued to
be the centre of the work in the Easton District. That room, taken over
in 1879 was to become, after a series of enlargements and development,
the Owen Street Mission of much significance within the life of the
Society. One room became a house, then the two adjoining houses were
acquired. All three were purchased for the sum of £300, but only after
long and hard bargaining by all parties concerned. The officers of the
Society were always good stewards of whatever money was entrusted to
them.
The Centenary of the commencement of the work at Owen Street was
celebrated by a week of special services there in 1979. The Annual
meeting of the Society was also at Owen Street as a part of the
celebrations, when a long serving member of the Mission, Mrs. J. Walters
became President of the Society.
In 1890 there were 10 missionaries serving the districts and 7 Mission
Halls, with the friends of Highbury Chapel taking responsibility for the
work at Salmon Street - thus releasing a missionary for service
elsewhere.
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The work was flourishing - the missionaries were fully extended, yet in
spite of all the concentration upon the needs and demands of the slum
areas, the Society was also reaching out to the country districts. Visits
were made, as it was possible, to Hanham, Marshfield, Frampton Cotterell,
Whitchurch, Wrington, Langford, Clevedon, and in the terms of a report 'other needy adjacent villages'.
As the years following 1900 moved towards 1925, there were several
changes involving premises which housed the work of the Society. The
addition of Greenbank Road Mission, Ashton Gate, and Jubilee Hall, St.
Philips had increased the number of stations to eleven, nine of these
were in the care of a missionary, and Salmon Street was still
superintended by Highbury Chapel, whilst City Road Baptist Church was
caring for the Mission Hall at York Road, Montpelier.
The extent of the weekly programme of events and activities within the
stations was indeed impressive - 5 of the stations were open for some
activity on S nights each week, together with regular afternoon events.
Sport on Saturdays arranged by 4 of the stations, plus the normal Sunday
services at all stations.
By 1950, there were S Mission Stations. Sargent Street was now dosed,
as were also York Road, Barton Street, Jubilee Hail, Greenbank Road, and
one of the two stations in Great Ann Street. These closures over that
period 1925 - 1950 were brought about by the mass demolition of whole
areas, which accelerated the outward movement of so many people towards
the new estates. During that period, however, Crofts End Mission came
into the fellowship of the Society and the New Hall at Bedminster Road
was opened in 1933, where an extension had to be considered within the
first year of the work. For there was a Sunday School of 560 and an
overflowing Boys Brigade Company and thriving Company of Girl Guides, and
a large attendance at the Mission services. Even after an extension to
the premises, Mr. W.H. Townshend who had borne a major part in the whole
project, was hard pressed to cater for all who flocked into the new and
already inadequate building.
There had been an advance warning of what was to come long before the
building was opened. When the Mission was under construction, it became
necessary to erect a marquee on the site to house them all until the Hall
and its schoolrooms were completed.
When the extension at Bedminster Road was completed it was pointed out
by the Gas Company who had adjacent premises that the builders had
encroached beyond the Mission boundary in one corner to the extent of 434
inches. Mr. Gladstone Wills of the Society was empowered to meet with the
Gas Company's Secretary there were solemn discussions - the City Mission
were very sorry about it, and said so. The Committee met yet again and
discussed the four and a half inch misdemeanour.
Finally "With reference to the encroachment on the Bristol Gas Companies land,
Mr. E.N. Tribe reported that the Gas Co. were prepared to convey the
small portion of land encroached upon, to the City Mission Society".
Following the opening of the Bedminster Road premises, the site at St.
Anne's in Rochester Road was offered to the Society as a gift for the
purpose of the building of a Mission Hall. A further gift of £1000 from
another friend, together with the generosity of Mr. Edward Robinson
encouraged the Society to invite Mr. Eustace Button, the Architect, to
submit drawings in spite of a shortfall in the amount needed to complete
the building and provide the fittings and furnishings. The rest of the
money - some £3000 came in, and some of it, the results of a special
meeting called at the Mansion House by the Lord Mayor.
The new Mission Hall was opened in 1936.
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The passing of the years from 1950 until 1970 brought about more change
in the balance of the work. The premises in Great Ann Street were
demolished as was Cumberland Street, Dean Lane and Salmon Street.
By 1970, there remained Owen Street, St. Annes, Bedminster Road, Crofts
End, and the new premises in Great George Street opened in 1959.
At the stone laying service which had preceded the opening of Great
George Street Mission, there had been a congregation of some 200 people
at the service which was held in the old Great Ann Street Hall. Led by
the Crofts End Band, a procession of witness, after the rounds of all the
area, shared in the Service of Dedication which was conducted by the
President, Rev. I. Newton Holder, assisted by missionaries, Mr. E.L.
Harry and Mr. J. Grimshaw.
Upon completion, the building was opened by the Right Hon. the Lord
Mayor of Bristol.
Following the termination of the witness at Dean Lane, and after much
consideration, it was decided to transfer the work to the new Stockwood
area, and an arrangement was agreed between the City Mission Society and
the Bristol and District Association of Baptist Churches regarding the
use of the fine new premises which were opened there in 1963.
Subsequently the premises were purchased by the Baptist Association who
now have full responsibility for the work there.
During the period following 1880, a number of Missions, operating
independently and having no actual links with the City Mission Society,
were doing excellent work in various parts of Bristol. Each of these were
offering very much the same ministry and service as was being exercised
by the City Mission.
During recent years, and possibly with an eye to the future, the
Officers of several of these independent Missions had approached the City
Mission Society with the request that some consideration might be given
to the Society taking over responsibility for their work. This was
usually not possible, as the resources of the City Mission were always
fully extended and it was agreed that no extra projects should be
considered which would tend to jeopardize the stability of existing work.
Officers, and the fact that here was a ready-made mission doing precisely
the same work, made a decision by the Executive extremely difficult.
Meanwhile, the cordial relationship of the Society with the friends in
these other, similar, units continued to flourish, until in due course,
and usually because of area demolition and rebuilding projects, most of
these other causes were discontinued.
Factory Street, Prewett Street, Brick Street, The Railwaymen's Mission
which had been cared for by the 'Railwaymen's Friend', Miss Emma Saunders
whose life's work is marked by a memorial plaque on the main entrance
wall at Temple Meads Station. These and other causes of worthy memory
have given way to the inevitable, ongoing course of change - and decay.
The writer has enjoyed a long and happy relationship with each of these
communities, especially with the Kingswood Evangel Mission who have
retained their independence over the years and are today still in good
heart and order, having maintained a clear and fruitful witness. I was
glad in 1978 to share in the 90th Anniversary celebrations of the
founding of the cause at Kingswood.
So we reflect upon some of the places of God's abode, those within the
fellowship of the Society and some working alongside, yet with a similar
purpose and calling. All of them, simply a means-to-an-end, that end ever
being to open up the one place where God yearns to dwell - that is within
the willing heart of those who make Him welcome.

CHAPTER SEVEN
THROW OUT THE LIFELINE
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The great room at 'Bretts' was dominated by an assortment of smells each was in conflict, but all were complimentary in their mild
offensiveness.
Bretts was typical, the great kitchen perhaps larger than the similar
common room to be found in each of the 24 lodging houses which were
liberally scattered throughout the seamy back streets of Bristol.
The writer was about 16 years of age, and this was to be the first
visit of many to one of the Sunday evening services which were a further
aspect of the many sided ministry of the City Mission Society, who were
allowed into most of the 'houses' where each night some 1000 men, and
often, women too in a separate building, enjoyed at least, a roof and a
warm fire.
Upon the wall of the room in the old Great Ann Street Mission Hall
where we would meet before the service for prayer and to collect the
harmonium, there hung for many years a notice. This gave advice and a few
words of warning about the pitfalls which could beset the well
intentioned, but sometimes unwise friends who would come from other
churches, and then form a number of small groups who would go to the
kitchens to lead the simple service there.
So you went in, put down the organ, and then gasped! You gasped because
of the attack upon your lungs by the conglomeration of sulphur from the
vast open coke fire, blended with the smell of whatever the inmates might
be cooking, which they continued to do during the service, together with
the other odour, a sort of background, regular feature, of the bodies of
the great unwashed. We would try not to think what the thick sawdust all
over the floor was supposed to disguise.
Do not, the Notice in the Mission had said, give them money, and you
must in speaking, resist the temptation of reminding them that some of
them are probably there because of their own folly - you would possibly
be right, but they will know that already - you are there, said the
notice, to bring them some hope and to assure them of the unchanging love
of God.
The leader of the service looked at me and enquired - could I sing a
solo. I gulped and shuddered, and after a false start launched into
'Throw out the Lifeline'. Not one of my friends would claim for me that
God has blessed me with anything more than a less than average voice, and
furthermore there were amongst those present, a number of men, who in a
sense were professional singers - at least, they earned a precarious
living singing in the streets. My solo was greeted with eloquent silence!
Saturday was the big night for those of the Doss House fraternity who
were the cheap jacks and 'spielers' - The Welsh Backs, adjacent to
Baldwin Street was the stage. We knew all the 'turns', we were familiar
with all the 'props' - the tins of toothpowder - the bottles of pills the packets of corn cure. The 'artists' would do their stint, and then
adjourn to the bar of the Sceptre on the corner, and therein fortify
themselves whilst awaiting their turn to go on again. It was the best
show in Bristol, and it was free!
The Lodging Houses were the only home so many knew. Many of the men who
used the houses were certainly not of the tramp or deadbeat type. Some
had normal jobs with the appropriate pay - and chose to live in a lodging
house possibly because there were other people and they wanted company.
The price was right too for them all. At Mr. Martins or Mrs. Toms,
'house', they offered Good Lodgings for Travellers - 3 pence per night."
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We would meet them all in the kitchens. The man with the big wicker
basket which he would fill up each morning with stale cakes from a
bakery. As he struggled around the streets with his heavy load, his call
sign was 'All new buns - a ha'penny each'. There was the man, who during,
the service would be busy making the 'windmills' he would give to the
children in exchange for two jam jars. The many men who during the week
were in the rag and bone and metal business, and whose headquarters and
office and sorting depot was the pavement outside Rose's the rag
merchants. Rose's smell permeated the whole of Lamb Street and far
beyond. There must have been hundreds of rats in that building!
The man who wore a top hat, with a fly paper wound around it, had his
cry - "Tormenting Flies - catch 'em alive". Knife grinders, matches and
bootlaces - they were all there, all the stock in trade of so many men
who were living such shabby and desperate lives - often without a friend,
or the understanding and help of a loved one.
So often, deep down there was kindness - feelings that lie buried which
the grace of God could and sometimes did, restore. I still recall with
very mixed feelings the time I was going the rounds of the men in a
kitchen, after a service. One of them said he had something for me, and
he started to search within the depths of the rags and tatters of his
'best suit' - and eventually he found it a peppermint which had evidently
seen better days - most of them in the unwholesome corner of a pocket in
his clothes. He gave it to me, and then I realised to my panic, that he
expected me to eat it then. I could not hurt his feelings so I put it in
my mouth. Then it started to happen - I hurriedly excused myself and
bolted into the street in the nick of time to relieve the flooding
outburst of the internal combustion that sweet had created.
I have never been too keen on peppermints since! These were the people
who Christ loved and for whom he came and suffered and died. That is the
reason why the City Mission Society and its missionaries and so many
concerned friends, throw out a lifeline of caring compassion - it is the
Love of Christ which compels his servants to be just that - servants.
To the question “What has been the greatest work the Society has done?”
we would probably point to the Lodging House ministry as at least, part
of the answer. Did it do any good? Of course there were times of
frustrations and failure, deeply felt by those who visited the kitchens.
Rarely would the harmonium be set up without some of the men getting up
and leaving. Sometimes there would be abuse - but ask for the favourite
hymn and there was always an eager response - the man himself sometimes
would be invited to sing it as a solo.
The work in the Lodging Houses began in the very early days of the
ministry of the Society, and it continued right up to the time when mass
demolition in the St. Judes area virtually removed the need. With the
exception of the municipal Lodging House which still caters for the needs
of the casual wayfarer, all the other houses are now gone. The Salvation
Army has its new and well-appointed hostel, and there are people who
offer private lodgings - but only very few. Certainly conditions are
vastly removed from the dire distress of the early days of the work of
the Society.
The City Mission, by its nature and calling, is two handed. With one
hand it has always carried and presented the Gospel - with the other, it
has also brought some relief to those who were in need.
To the question of the good the Society might or might not have done in
their Lodging House ministry, part of the answer is provided by those who
were involved in actually doing the work. One friend - not a missionary,
but a member of a city church, had been a regular member of the team of
visitors to the kitchens for over 50 years.
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He loved the work - he loved the men. Many others were glad to give up
every Sunday evening for a great number of years for the same purpose.
The 'second' hand of the City Mission Society was always restricted
through lack of funds, but they did what they were able to bring relief,
especially to those who were unemployed. The modest scheme to find work
and thus a sense of dignity to some of the men started in a very small
way. One of the missionaries found a corner for an out of work man to
chop some sticks, and so the project began which later moved into other
premises, and which was to lead to the employment of some 24 men, who
otherwise would have been idle.
So successful was this enterprise that the work was extended to include
the handling of waste paper. Premises in the now demolished Elbroad
Street were acquired, and one of the missionaries, Mr. J. Davage, was
given charge of what became known as the Labour Yard.
All the men employed in the paper sorting depot and those who were
working in the wood yard were paid the rate for the job. Even so, after
wages had been paid and overheads met, there was at the end of each year
a most useful margin of profit which was a most valuable extra income for
the Society.
Some idea of the achievements of this enterprise may be gathered as we
reflect upon the returns of one, fairly typical year. During each year,
the Society, through the depot in Elbroad Street, placed over 1000 bags
in local offices and warehouses for, waste paper collection. These were
then collected, the contents of the bags was sorted, and baled, and then
dispatched for processing elsewhere.
In the wood depot, over 500,000 bundles of wood were chopped, tied, and
sold each year.
One man said that he had left his home some days before, because he
could no longer bear to see his wife and two children suffer with hunger.
“My home life was in peril” he said. “Now I thank God for this
opportunity to work and care for my family.”
The times around 1930 were desperate days. The symbol of those times
was the iniquitous Means Test. Unemployment benefit was running out for
many - there were skilled craftsmen who had not touched a tool for years.
Both halves of the Bristol area known as the Ropewalk, (one half now has
flats built upon it), was the setting in those days for the most hopeless
type of open air meetings of all time. These meetings were called by the
'National Unemployed Workers Movement', and there could be over 1000 men
present - there would be speeches, resolutions and protests, but still,
no work.
So they marched one night up both sides of Bridge Street, and arising
from their despair and frustration, quite wrongly, they smashed every
shop window. They have left Whitcomb's the Tobacconists window intact,
wrote a reporter in the 'Evening Times and Echo'. So the following night,
Whitcomb’s was smashed too. This violence only aggravated an already
explosive, unhappy situation.
The City Mission was involved by virtue of the fact that so many of
these men were from the districts in which the missionaries were
operating. One missionary was able to bring new hope to one man. He found
him employment on a new project just starting in Bristol, the building of
the Portway.
By the year 1930, the Labour Yard which had been so successful for so
long had passed its peak of usefulness, and the premises were sold to the
proprietor of the New Street lodging house. Thus ended a phase of the
life of the Society which had brought hope and help to a great number of
men, and also had made invaluable finance available to the Society.
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Some of the missionaries were in almost daily attendance at the Police
Courts. It was taken for granted that if a crime had been committed
anywhere in the city, the culprit would have come from the Dings. There
were few lawyers willing to represent, and the ministers of the city
churches would not know the accused anyway. Thus the City Missionary was
usually the only friend in court - seeking to help the innocent, and
often standing by the guilty too, and frequently being let down by the
transgressor he was seeking to save who would return to his old ways,
only to be caught again in due course, when again the longsuffering
missionary was called in to act as mediator and if possible, advocate.
The saddest and most frequent call upon the missionary was for his
attendance at the Juvenile Courts. The children of his parish grew up in
the atmosphere where the 'Fagin' and the 'Bill Sykes' of Dickens
imagination were very real people, and the missionary must sometimes have
wondered, as he held the new baby of one of his families, if the little
one would ever have a real chance to escape from the inevitable future
his birth into that family had ensured.
The only hope for many children who were homeless was the limited
compassion vested in the Board of Guardians of the Poor. This was usually
a forlorn hope as the needs of the poor were so widespread, and the
allocation of funds by the Local Authority was so inadequate, that often
the only course open was for them to direct the homeless and hungry
children into the Workhouse.
For us, in our day, it is impossible to even contemplate the harm this
did to the children who already were the victims of loveless conditions.
Small wonder that in the struggle for survival, a new race of petty
criminals was being created under the influence of some of the case
hardened men and women who were themselves homeless and hopeless, and who
had, in some cases, themselves fallen from a position of trust and
respect.
So the Officials of the Guardians came to the City Mission Society.
"Can you," they asked, "do something for the children in the Workhouse?"
We quote from 1901, City Mission records:
"The condition of the 20 Workhouse children was pitiable, they were
entirely without toys or dolls, or games to play with. Can you imagine
how sorry we felt for these poor little folk - for a childhood without
playthings seems dreadful.”
A letter was written to a number of churches appealing for help, and
help in the form of toys was given, which were all sent to the Workhouse.
"The Guardians sent a most polite note thanking the City Mission for all
their valuable help."
Thus ends the report - we can only reflect and speculate on what was
the eventual end of the children.
There were however, the encouraging things too. As a point of interest,
one missionary made a list of the names of people in his area who had
over a period of five years, made a profession of their faith in Christ.
This he did with the object of ensuring that these friends should not
slip away and be forgotten. There were over 300 names, and each of them
were living completely changed lives, but still within the old
environment. This degree of response could also have been reported from
most of the other stations. There is no register of conversions, but
there is that other Book, where the innumerable host is recorded - how
many of these, out of the slums of Bristol, through the faithful ministry
of the City Missionary, will never be known.
Only to God!

CHAPTER EIGHT
SOUP AND SALVATION
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In the city which witnessed the dedicated and God honouring work of
George Muller, it hardly needs saying that one such man, can transform a
situation which has the marks of failure and despair.
Mr. Muller's great concern was for the children he found in utter
destitution when he first came to Bristol in 1835. He was living in
comparative poverty himself at number 8, Wilson Street, St. Pauls - which
became his first orphanage! This area was within the field of operation
of the City missionaries, and although there was no direct link, a
sympathetic appreciation and mutual regard existed between them.
The missionaries, as they moved amongst their people, discovered very
early that it was the children who were the real victims and the greater
sufferers. Even worse, was the plight of those who were orphaned and
homeless, having no-one who cared.
Charles Dickens wrote of such conditions as he found them elsewhere in
the country. People were upset at the revelations, but little was done
about it. The City Mission was already there however, and could do
something, albeit limited, to help the children who were in a sense, on
their doorstep - But what?
From its inception, the Society had sought out the boys and girls, and
when rooms were taken over as modest 'stations', the missionaries were
able to increase the children's work. As more permanent buildings became
available, it was possible for the Society to concentrate more on the
needs of the young people.
The National Education Act was, at that time, very much in the future,
consequently the missionaries were confronted with a high degree of
illiteracy among the young. There was also very little discipline abroad,
except the somewhat erratic and flexible sort of control which was all
that was possible within the grim circumstances of the slums. The
missionary was faced therefore, with the added problem of trying to
alleviate some of the ignorance among the young who would otherwise grow
up to be ignorant adults.
Ragged Schools were gradually appearing. There were one or two
buildings being used in Bristol for this purpose, and an approach was
made to the City Mission for use of their John Street premises for school
purposes. This was not possible, as the amount of mission work there
required the full use of the building. A Ragged School was eventually
opened in Redcross Street.
The indiscipline of those days and the high degree of vandalism among
the young gave rise to the calling of a special emergency meeting of the
City Mission Committee. Little could be expected from such a meeting, but
at least, it did demonstrate that the Society was exercised, for they
committed themselves to support and participate in any proposals which
the city authorities might suggest as a possible answer to this
widespread problem.
With the coming of Great Ann Street Mission within the City Mission
Society, came also the opportunity of a new sort of caring for the
children. Great Ann Street had been an independent cause under the care
of Mr. J.H. Cozens for many years. In 1890 he invited the Society to take
over his mission, and they were glad to agree in order to assist Mr.
Cozens to further develop a feature of his work which had been very
popular for some years. This was the provision of breakfasts for
children. With help from the Society it was now going to be possible to
feed the children on four mornings each week, with Mr. Cozens
supervising.
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The number of children arriving at the mission door on the four breakfast
mornings was always far in excess of the total capacity of the Hall. A
total of 50,000 meals were provided each year - an astonishing
achievement indeed. So developed an aspect of the work which would bring
great credit to the Society, with soup and bread and 'scrape' as the
staple, but greatly appreciated, items on the menu.
The City Mission was not alone in its concern for the hungry. There
were two or three city churches and chapels whose members also made some
attempt to stem the ravages of hunger by supplying soup, - that ever
popular, warming, and nourishing mixture which was indeed a luxury to
those who were desperately poor. One well known and greatly appreciated
soup centre at the time, circa. 1861, and thereafter, was St. Luke's
Church in Bedminster. Having received gifts towards this work they were
able to build and equip a separate soup kitchen in order to cater for the
need of the parish. It was not unusual, on some days, for 2000 pints of
soup to be given free to those in need. Where a small payment was
possible, a charge of one penny would be made.
In the 'Old Market Street Chapel', which was later replaced by the
present Methodist Central Hall, built as some can still remember by the
Rev. J.A. Broadbelt, there was also 'soup and a slice of bread' for the
hungry. Mr. C.R. Parsons who wrote “Sunny Memories” and many other widely
read books was himself very much involved in the Old Market Street Chapel
soup kitchen project. The Central Hall, in its early days also provided
soup to many who were in need as the result of strike action and
widespread poverty.
And so also, the City Mission Society, not for the first time either,
was very early in the field with an attempt to bring relief to a shameful
economic problem which was not of their making, but which they accepted
as just another burden they must help to carry.
None of this was an end in itself, but the open doors of the Mission,
in turn opened many other doors for the entrance of the grace of God into
heart and life.
One of the first attempts made by the Society to cater for children
other than these who were their guests for breakfast, was the very
popular 'Sunbeam Group' which was set up within the life of most of the
stations. Children came and they responded, and it is of interest to
recall that in a very large number of cases, many of the children who
first became involved with the Mission Station through the 'Sunbeams',
eventually became workers themselves in the stations, and over the years,
some even became City Missionaries.
The list of the tides of the organizations for children within the
Society over the years, is quite impressive. Meanwhile, so successful was
the Sunbeam Group that a minister of one of the large city churches was
invited to become its first President when it was decided to set up a
committee, - with a constitution, its own officers and finance, and that
it should now be called the 'Children's Sunbeam Mission'.
The overall work among the children was going well - with so many young
it could hardly fail, thus a further innovation, 'Ministering Children'
was introduced. As with the 'Sunbeams', this group was most popular, and
it was agreed to set up another committee with officers in order to
develop and extend the objects of the project. The basic idea was to link
up a child who was in one of the more favoured city churches with
another, perhaps crippled child in, to quote, 'one of the dreary
streets'.
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Clothing and toys were passed on to the less fortunate child, and over
the years in which this arrangement prospered it certainly brought very
much cheer and brightness into the lives of a large number of the less
favoured children who were 'adopted' in this way by the 40 city church
children and 15 adults who were the first members of the group. This most
helpful piece of ministry continued for many years.
Within the stations, and over the years, certainly until post 1930,
children came in great numbers to all the mission stations. So great was
the pressure upon the work, that in one station a gallery was actually
installed to help cater for the increasing numbers of boys and girls who
swarmed into the building. In some cases, and where seating permitted, an
attendance of 800 children was commonplace.
Girls’ sewing classes and Band of Hope and Christian Endeavour were
among the top crowd pullers of the day, and the well-known uniformed
organizations were always in full strength, especially the Boys Brigade,
and Girl Guides. Some of the finest companies of both these groups have
been found in City Mission Stations, and some outstanding City Mission
men and women have been officers.
A letter from Dr. Davies, in 1902, the Public Health Officer for
Bristol, created a minor crisis at Owen St. Mission. In the letter, the
doctor made it quite clear that his department was greatly concerned
about the gross overcrowding at the mission by the children. A meeting of
the committee of the Society was called at which the missionary, Mr. A.J.
Tippett, was very much in the difficult position of man who was the
victim of his own success. Since we received the letter, he explained,
the situation has got even worse - children were actually being turned
away!
The Committee agreed that steps must be taken to 'stagger' the timing
of the children's services. There were also plans in hand to carry out a
limited extension to the premises, but before this was possible, and
within 18 months of the receipt of the Health Department's letter, Mr.
Tippett was called home.
Owen St. Mission has always been in the foreground of activity amongst
young people. A Sunday School Anniversary there was an event of great
local importance. The Boys Brigade strength was considerable with new,
younger lads always coming in to fill the gaps. The Guides were of equal
standing and strength and a visit to the mission on a Young People's
Sunday was an experience to remember - especially if you were the
preacher.
Such a visit is still within the recollection of the writer. It was
Sunday evening early in 1941, the war was on, and on the Monday I was to
report to my unit, as a new recruit. The mission at Owen Street was
packed for the United Service of all the young people's organizations.
Following the service, they all lined up for a most impressive parade in
the street outside the mission, and being the visitor, I was invited to
'inspect' them. I walked up and down the ranks in the approved style of
every general reviewing his troops, and then I stood, by prior
arrangement, on the pavement immediately in front of the mission entrance
and addressed the 'troops' and the large number of 'civilians' who were
there. 'Be strong and of a good courage' was the theme of that five
minute address.
The following morning in Huyton, Liverpool, I was on my own parade as a
new rookie. The Sergeant Major ('you play the game by me .......!') was
the speaker, and with a sort of inverted irony I thought of my own words,
at the other parade, the evening before.
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Without doubt, the greatest draw amongst the juvenile section of the slum
population during the heyday of the City Mission's work, was the Magic
Lantern. A lantern show in any of the stations would guarantee a full
house. How the news got around that the 'pictures' were to be shown was a
mystery, but come the night, the audience of urchins would fight for the
best seats. If there was a gallery so much the better - what could be
more satisfying during "Christy’s old organ" than to improve the occasion
by bombarding your pals in the stalls with whatever ammunition you had
brought especially to enliven the occasion.
The more dramatic and moving the story the more they liked it. 'The
Drunkard's Sad End' was always well up in the top ten. 'Alone in a
Garrett' and 'Ragged Meg's little Brother' were the real tear jerkers.
All highly emotive stuff, all greatly loved by the critical and
discriminating audience who would cheer or boo as the story unfolded. The
occasional pauses during the showing were not the result of a power cut,
but because the prevailing bedlam prevented the commentator's 'clicker'
(to indicate the next slide please,) being heard. The atmosphere for the
occasion was created by the invariably discordant music, thumped out on
the run-down piano, by a pianist who could not see the notes or music
anyway, because all the lights were turned off. Happy days or rather
nights - but at least it was all free!
The end of the war in 1945, together with the schemes for vast
widespread demolition changed the pattern of the work of the City Mission
dramatically. Children began to disappear from the stations which
happened to be within the clearance areas. The missionary with his staff
was witnessing the erosion and decline of so much which had been
painfully yet joyfully built up over many long years.
The days of the soup kitchen - the meal tickets - the old clothes issue
were passing, soon to be little more than a memory becoming increasingly
unreal and vague with the passage of time.
There were still to be meals - but on a far different basis of
administration than in the old grim days of yesteryear. These meals were
to become known to successive generations of children as 'School
Dinners'. They were prepared and distributed and dispensed to the
children by the staff of the Education Committee - in buildings like
Great Ann Street mission, who were now paid a rental for the use of the
premises.
Was the City Mission now obsolete? Certainly much of its social work
could now be put aside - yet there still remained the compelling purpose
of the initial call the Society had heard way back in the obscure days of
1827. That purpose was still the unchanging need of men and women, boys
and girls of every level and strata of society and of family, to be
brought into touch with the life giving and life changing power of
Christ.
The extent to which this objective has been achieved can never be fully
assessed. We can only reflect upon the records and the returns for some
indication from the past of the role the City Mission has played in the
lives of some. The comments recorded for 1923 are fairly characteristic
of the period.
"There are between eight and nine thousand who regularly attend the
Mission Halls, including over a thousand women who meet during the week
for their bright hour. About 3000 members of Christian Endeavour, Band of
Hope, Sewing Classes and similar organizations. Over 4000 Sunday School
scholars, and over 400 Sunday School teachers. Most of the teachers
having been brought to Christ, and trained at the Mission Stations.
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Owen Street is still the largest Sunday School, with 825 scholars, who
during the year contributed £99 for various objects, an example of the
generous spirit which is shown at all the stations.
In several cases, the Sunday Schools are unable to take any new scholars
from lack of accommodation and teachers".
The Society was within sight of its Centenary and was now at the peak
of its effectiveness. What began in 1826 as a vision, - somewhat vague
and uncertain, had grown up because of the utter dedication and
persistence of those who had laid the foundation of the work, and had
also ensured that the project would be in good order when it had to be
passed on to their successors.

CHAPTER NINE
A GALLERY OF NAMES AND FACES
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The chief Denominational supporters of the work of the City Mission have
been the Congregational and Baptist churches in Bristol. There have been
other friends from Christian communities who were also involved, but from
the first Committee meeting in 1827, the sponsors and supporters of the
work have been these' two great Free Church groups who were equal
partners in their leadership and encouragement through all the changing
scenes of the life of the Society.
Of all the churches who were concerned, Highbury Chapel and Broadmead
Chapel were particularly involved, both playing a major part in ensuring
the wellbeing and success of every aspect of the special ministry of the
City Mission to the poor and deprived of the city.
From the beginning, responsibility for the administration of the work was
vested in a General Committee, with subsequently, the setting up of an
Executive Committee, these two groups, working together having the
oversight for the unfolding pattern of the activities of the missionaries
and the missions, with ministers and laymen of both denominations praying
together and working together. Thus, in this particular field of joint
responsibility and involvement the possibility of an early Ecumenical
understanding was established in Bristol way back in 1827 - and long
before the word itself became fashionable.
That two separate Free Church groups, Baptist and Congregational with
their differing theological emphasis could work together in this way was
an object lesson for the onlooker. Over the 152 years of joint
consultation in the interests of the City Mission, there was only one
occasion when some degree of friction occurred. It had been reported back
that one of the missionaries had 'christened' the infant of two members
of his flock. There was some discussion by the Committee - could this
action by the missionary be supported, they questioned. The
Congregationalists who 'sprinkle' said “yes!” the Baptists, with their
great love of water, said “No!” The Baptist representatives on the
Committee thereupon withdrew in mild protest as they felt there was a
principal involved. The Congregationalists who remained were not happy
however, about christening being practised at a mission station anyway,
especially if it threatened the harmony of the members of the Committee
who hitherto had enjoyed a sympathetic relationship.
The request went out to the missionaries that they should avoid any
forms of baptism, and reminding them that any of the Baptist or
Congregational ministers would be glad to make the appropriate
arrangements in their own church. The Baptists, pacified and reassured,
returned to the Committee, and ecumenical peace and joint consultation
was restored!
Both Broadmead and Highbury chapels were represented from the first
through their ministers, from the Rev. Robert Hall of Broadmead to the
present minister, the Rev. William Cobley, and the Congregationalists
over the same period by the ministers of Highbury up to the Rev. Kenneth
Parry.
Over the years, the premises of both churches were always available and
were regularly used by the City Mission for Annual occasions Both
churches were always most generous with financial support, and from both
churches there came to the Committee of the Society, a number of
outstanding laymen and women whose wisdom and compassion gave strength
and stability to the work.
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Of the other churches in the city, Horfield and City Road Baptists, and
the Congregational Arley Chapel were always closely involved, as was
Redland Park, Clifton Down, and some 50 other Congregational and Baptist
Churches.
The Moravians, Presbyterians, and Quakers have all given useful and
much appreciated help to the work.
To glance at the composition of the Executive and General Committee of
the Society over the years, is to recall an outstanding 'gallery' of
personalities.
The filling of a vacancy on the Executive, caused by death or removal,
was given most careful consideration. Only outstanding men of faith and
proven ability were likely to be invited to serve. There was always a
number anxious, and willing to give time, skill, and substance to the
work of the City Mission, knowing well the demands this would invariably
make. The Committee was not a remote group who met and discussed and then
returned home until the next session. They were all expected to be
involved in every aspect of the work.
The names of the Committee for the typical year 1900 is impressive. On
the General Committee there were 76 members, on the
Executive Committee there were 12 Justices of the Peace, three gentlemen
who could use the prefix 'Sir' before their name. The Lord Mayor was
there, together with the Sheriff of Bristol, with Mr. Joseph Storrs Fry
as President
It is since the death of Mr. T. Thornton Wills, in 1962, that a member of
that famous family has not been involved in the administration of the
Society. At one time, there were three men bearing that name serving on
the Committee, one of these being the well-known 'W.D.' who was involved
from 1826 until his death in 1865. The other, equally known, was H.O.
Wills. The generosity of that remarkable family was outstanding and
enabled the Society to develop vital aspects of their work which
otherwise would have been neglected. It appears that over the years, at
least eight members of the Wills family were associated in the work, each
of them left his own mark upon its witness.
Men like Henry Daniel J.P. and Lewis Waterman were among the household
names in Bristol, both with wide ranging interests besides their caring
concern for the City Mission. They were invaluable members of the Bristol
Y.M.C.A. and the Baptist Itinerant Society. Both gave great support
towards the finances of all these causes. Mr. Waterman was also one time
treasurer of the City Mission Society.
Bristol University dominates the Clifton area of Queens Road. The
Architect of that outstanding building was Sir George Oatley, who was
knighted for his achievement there, and for so many of the other fine
buildings that abound with which his name was associated. Both Sir George
and his well-known father before him were keen supporters of the City
Mission - both had served for many years as members of the Executive
Committee.
The Committees of the Society would meet with exceptional frequency,
usually on a monthly basis, but quite often within two weeks. Such was
the extent of the demands of the work that we may well ponder how it was
possible for these men, who were all so deeply committed to the affairs
of their own business, to find the time to cope with the exacting affairs
of the City Mission.
Two such fully extended men were Mr. Sparke Evans J.P. and Mr. Edward
Robinson, both were the successful heads of their own Companies in the
city, and were highly regarded too within the councils of the Society
where they held office for many years.
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Mr. Ernest N. Tribe J.P. was indeed, a pillar in his support of the
structure and mission of the Society. He was first elected in 1898, and
was for 47 years a most energetic member of the Committee. He was
appointed Chairman in 1910 and served in that position to the great
advantage of the Society until failing health caused his retirement in
1942. He had been chairman for an astonishing 32 years. He then became
President until 1944, just prior to his death in the following year. Over
the years, the influence and exceptional energy of that great personality
had almost become a part of the fabric of the Society.
Our gallery is rich and rewarding to those who pause and ponder. There
is a wealth of colour and character to contemplate. Each name and face is
unique, each personality served his Lord as he felt the inner compulsion
of His Spirit, and as he saw the desperate need of those who were
'outside the gate'. A strange vibrant echo remains of the voices of those
we still recall, and a vivid reflection of remembered faces.
Here is Percy Steadman, H.L. Taylor, H.C. Leonard, F.J. Burgess,
Stanley Gange, I.B. Bollom, Herbert Brown, Alfred Dowling, Walter Bryant
and E.S. Luton. These are only a few of the many who have served the City
Mission - a few who must be representative of all the others. All have
gone to their reward and their works do follow them.
The Society, over the years has always been very dependent upon
preachers and speakers from all the churches who willingly augmented the
preaching and teaching ministry of the missionaries. The maintenance of
so many services within the Stations would have been impossible without
their participation. Even so, the great number of services which the
missionaries cared for themselves during an average week in the life of a
Mission Hall, prompts the speculation that very much 'midnight oil' must
have been used for study and preparation.
A unique and deeply appreciated asset to the City Mission has been the
existence in Bristol of the Baptist College, and until a few years ago,
the Western College of the Congregationalists. The relationship between
both Colleges and the City Mission has always been invaluable, the
advantages were often mutual.
Over the years, from the great Dr. Gotch of the Baptist College, then
situated in Stokes Croft, the Principal of both these Colleges have been
members of the Executive of the City Mission Society. During more recent
years, Principal Franks, Dr. Lovell Cocks, Dr. Arthur Dakin, Dr. Leonard
Champion and the present Principal, Dr. W.M.S. West are some names and
faces well within our memory. Dr. West is also President of the Baptist
Union. Dr. Champion was a frequent and ever welcome visitor to the Great
Ann Street Mission, and a valued helper in the Lodging Houses.
The students in residence at the two Colleges were a most useful
reserve of acceptable preachers. There has been an impressive number of
men, and some women too, who having completed their training, eventually
became ministers in churches in all parts of the country, who in their
earlier years as students, were able to serve a part of their preaching
apprenticeship at City Mission Halls.
Of recent times, other personalities we recall who came from local
churches to serve the Society were Bishop Porter, the Rev. and Mrs. L.G.
Webb, the Rev. A.J. Gregory, Miss Robinson, and now in retirement, Mr.
D.C. Coward.
The Rev. R.L. Child and the Rev. J. Penry Davies, both ministers of
Broadmead Baptist Church, were committed members of the council of the
City Mission Society, as war the Rev. Basil H Sims of Redland Park V.R.
Church, and the Rev. Cyril H. Grant who is still serving the society as a
Council member.

CHAPTER TEN
SOME INCANDESCENT SOULS
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Within the phrase, 'storms of generosity, and visions of incandescent
souls' there lies the clue to an understanding of the forces and factors
which charged the City Mission with its success and stability. Some men
and women of vision had the dreams, other men and women by their
generosity made those dreams come alive. In some, the twin qualities of
vision and generosity were a complimentary part of the one person. To
others, generosity was not only the giving of money, but rather the
giving of themselves.
At one time, some 500 friends who were already members of sympathetic
and subscribing city churches, were also serving the Society as volunteer
visitors - leaders - and helpers at the discretion of the Society,
through the missionaries. That vast number was never fully used, but such
a wide choice made it possible for the Society to be much more selective
when inviting outside help in reinforcing their own highly specialised
work in the slums - a task not always within the capacity of even the
most willing.
Many, who were not members of the Society, recognized in the City
Mission a unique vehicle of grace, and were glad of the opportunity to
participate in some aspects of its wide ranging activities.
Within the memory of the writer, some of these incandescent souls still
radiate their own special and personal reflection of the grace of God.
The little lady known to all as Nurse Harris, not a member of the
Society, but in fellowship with a Brethren Assembly. She was based on the
Medical Mission in Redcross Street, and each day, through her, and her
dedicated colleagues, there shone out the life giving rays of healing and
mercy. It Was years after her death, that I spoke with a man who at one
time was rushed into the Mission Post after having deliberately taken
poison. There were only vital minutes to spare, and pending the arrival
of a Doctor, the little nurse, in the harrowing emergency did what she
was able. The crisis slowly passed. During the next few days as the
visited the man in his home, the great little lady led him to Christ. I
knew him later on as a highly esteemed Deacon in a large city church.
Always wearing her uniform - she was really never off duty - she would
sit on Sunday evenings in her own place of worship, in the end seat of
the front row. Her eyes would not leave the preachers face, as she would
gently nod her head in approval, and quietly whisper her Amens. I happen
to know this, because I was sometimes the preacher.
There was not a missionary or a single member of their flock who at
some time had not had some deeply personal reason for thanking God for
that saintly woman.
Dr. Rendle Short was a member of George Muller's chapel - Bethesda in
Great George Street, which was alas, completely destroyed by enemy action
in 1940. Dr. Short was the highly regarded leader of the most popular
Thursday Evening Men's Meeting which took place at the Shaftesbury
Crusade in Kingsland Road. A great gathering of men always attended,
including a number who were also connected with Cumberland Street
Mission.
Rendle Short was a frequent speaker at many of the City Mission Halls,
he also gave generous financial support to the work, and was a valued
friend of the missionaries. It was an open secret, that quite often, for
folk who were poor and unable to pay, the Doctor would give his time and
his outstanding professional skill, as a surgeon of national reputation,
without charge.
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To mention the name Harris in the Dings is to elicit an immediate
response. The two brothers were both men of standing and substance in the
city. Both were keenly interested and involved in the Broad Plain Club,
the Shaftesbury Crusade, and their city church. They were Officers in the
Boys Brigade, and were always highly delighted to go with the boys,
usually to Weymouth, for the annual camping holiday.
A great number of lads from the Mission Stations would also be there
with their own Officers.
My own favourite incandescent soul was the converted chimney sweep, Mr.
Body. During the week he was always black, (with soot) always singing always smiling - always running with his two wheeled cart, bearing his
brushes and the bags of soot. He was always accompanied by his little
black and white dog, who, as the day wore on, progressively became a
little, all over, black dog!
Everyone knew Mr. Body - everyone knew he was a Christian - everyone
knew that he was also the brightly sparkling, well-scrubbed friendly
leader of the work at Brick Street Mission. I suspect that our chimneys
in my home were swept more often than was always necessary, because it
was a joy to have him come into the house even in his strictly
professional capacity. If he had opened and closed the proceedings with
prayer that would have been equally appreciated too by my mother!
Sparkling in the incandescent firmament of lives so wonderfully changed
by the grace of God, are so many personalities who served the Society.
Mr. Fry and Mr. Cavill, ordinary members of Dean Lane, - Frank Stenner at
St. Anne’s - Herbert Brown and Mrs. Hackney at Owen Street, and my friend
of blessed memory, Sam Brake also at Owen Street, although not actually a
member there.
The saintly Rev. Thomas Davies, of East St. Baptist Church, whose very
presence was a blessing in pulpit or parlour, a presence so well recalled
by the writer who as a youth was made aware of his gracious touch. At his
death, he was the theme of the Editorial in the local evening newspaper.
They headed their tribute to him with one word – Great heart!
There was the dedicated Mr. S. Jey who served on the committee of the
Society for 50 years until his resignation in 1936.
Mr. F.J. Steel was deeply committed to the work at Great Ann Street
Mission for over 50 years, during 34 years of that time, he was also
Sunday School Superintendent. He died in 1962.
All these, and so many others, all died in Faith not having received
the fulfilment of all their hopes in their lifetime. All were great
servants of the Society, and in succession to that other distinguished
group in Hebrews chapter 11. What a triumphant entry was theirs on the
other side.
It is John Bunyan who aptly sums it all up There was a man, and some did think him mad, the more he gave away the
more he had.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
THE LADIES, BLESS 'EM
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Every enterprise is a partnership. A marriage of ideas, of interests, an
eagerness to share success, and a willingness to sustain and survive
possible failure.
Such total and unconditional participation has always marked the
progress of the City Mission. The partners in this project being not only
men, but women too who had heard the same call.
It is to state the undoubted truth to assert that without women the
Society might well have faltered and failed. If the men had the marks of
saintliness, the women certainly reflected the charm and compassion of
the angels.
As time passed, and the pattern of the ministry of the Society was
slowly emerging, the women increasingly gave serious and gracious thought
to ways whereby they could have a greater share in the work which was
being so valiantly faced by the men. Eventually it was in 1850 that all
the goodwill and loyalty which had ever characterised women was
marshalled and channelled when the first 'Ladies Committee' was formed.
This Committee, although changing in its personnel, remained within the
affairs of the Society as a vital influence for some 30 years.
Although there was reluctance on the part of the Society to appoint a
woman to the full time duties of a missionary and thus to be available to
deal with every aspect of the work, there was nevertheless, a great
awareness of the needs of the women who lived in the depressed areas. At
some time in the 1850 era, and arising from the advice of the Ladies
Committee, it was agreed that a separate department of the Society should
be established, to be known as the Female Mission, and that two woman
agents should be employed whose labours would be confined:—
"More immediately to fallen women; a class which has attracted but a very
limited share of benevolent notice from the Christian Church, but whose
fearful moral exigencies cry aloud for help. From four to seven years is
the average duration of life from the time they enter their licentious
course. In pain of body, and anguish of soul, frequently without a word
of Christian counsel, yet living amidst drunkenness, revelry and
blasphemy, these poor outcasts make their exit from the world."
All the work of the Female Agents was within the homes and hovels of
these women. They were expected to know all the younger girls in these
homes, and use all their influence to prevent the girls from 'going
astray'. Under the dire conditions in which so many of them lived this
was an almost impossible task. The Female Agents were also expected to
find 'suitable positions in service' for the girls. This they were able
to do with a surprising degree of success, by keeping in touch with the
ladies who lived in the Redland and Clifton areas of Bristol, where in
those days, most of the 'gentry' lived who were able to afford servants.
To work in a shop then, was to be considered an immoral person! The
Female Agents carefully avoided placing a girl in such a potential
position of temptation. Working in a shop or on the stage were the twin
professions which only the bad girls, it was said, would consider as a
career.
In due course, the Female Mission, then supporting four women agents,
became a completely independent Society, with its own finance and
administration. It continued to function for very many years. Its work
was highly regarded. There were the experiences of success and failure,
and although not directly involved, the City Mission Society retained a
supporting interest in all its activities.
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The extent of the involvement of women in every aspect of the work, and
the very high regard there was for the special gifts the women were
bringing may be judged by recalling a resolution dated 1875:—
"It was moved, seconded and unanimously resolved that a sub-committee be
appointed to consider the expediency of employing a female missionary in
such parts of the city as may be suitable".
Although the sub-committee after long and careful consideration
eventually recommended that the time for such an appointment was not yet
right, it is worth recalling that the Society was very close to its first
full time woman missionary.
In 1882, the possibility of appointing a 'female' was again raised, and
Mrs. C. Lee was engaged at £20 per year, and was therefore the first
salaried woman to be employed, and to go "on to the district" as visitor.
Those were very rough and ready days, and Mrs. Lee must have been a woman
of exceptional grace - and courage, for she served the Kingsdown area for
several years, on a part time basis.
A minute dated 1903 reports:—
"The engagement of Mrs. Watts as Bible Woman to the Montpelier district
at 20 shillings per month, subject to one months’ notice".
We might question the somewhat ungenerous rate of pay granted to these
women. There was no movement in existence then to regulate the overall
pattern of the employment of women, especially salary structures. Mrs.
Lee and Mrs. Weeks were devout ladies, who offered themselves and their
service 'as unto the Lord'.
It was the establishment of the "Ministering Children Society" by the
ladies, which gave them a clear vision of the area where all their
goodwill, skill, and energy were most needed. During the long and useful
existence of the 'Ministering Children' department, some 40 ladies were
members of the group which administered the collection and distribution
of the gifts of food and clothing which was to mean so much, for so long,
to so many of the ill and lonely and crippled children in the slums.
The purpose of this particular group of women gripped the imagination
and stirred the compassion of the children in the better off churches who
were providing the toys and clothes.
One child however, was typical of the usual reaction. She had been
given a new dress for her birthday, she wore it once, and then claimed it
was 'used', and the next day herself took it to the one room home of her
'opposite' child who lived in Little Ann Street. Her parents were
displeased of course, but were glad nevertheless to foster and encourage
that somewhat contrived offering.
The ladies of the Committee also excelled in another aspect of the work
of the Society, which was rightly their own special province - catering.
Has there ever been, we wonder, another group who have somehow made the
humble cup-o'-tea their symbol of fellowship? Could the City Mission have
survived without this fellowship lubricant, ever flowing from the spout
of innumerable tea pots? A tea pot rampant must surely be the sign, a
sort of coat of arms of the Society!
Herein lies a clue to some of the strength of the City Mission. - That
strength, in a word, is Fellowship. The Society, by the very patterns of
its work, is a scattered community, therefore the care and maintenance of
all the ties and links of its common identity was always a priority which
had to be carefully guarded. To isolate would be to destroy. The ladies
of the Society, with the help of many willing husbands, held the key to
this internal stability, and as with the ladies of any organization, they
found much pleasure, in spite of the stress involved, in providing for
those who would gather.
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The Annual Meeting of the Society in 1868 was to be the highlight of the
year. It was agreed that it should be a major event, and with an outburst
of most commendable optimism the Colston Hall was booked, and to precede
the evening meeting, a tea was to be provided for all who came. From the
Society there went out a call to all the city churches for 100 women,
each with her own tray laden with sandwiches and cakes of her own
providing. The great day dawned, and all the ladies moved with their
trays amongst the assembled multitude - who were thus well fed and
watered, (with tea, of course!). Now, 111 years later, the Americans have
just invented the same excellent device to cope with similar major
catering occasions.
Under the inspiration of the Ladies Committee, there was a substantial
influx of a large number of women from subscribing city churches, and it
became possible for them to consider their first 'women only' meeting.
This large assembly was held at Highbury Chapel and was addressed by four
speakers (all men!). The ladies had really arrived.
Thus came a new venture. Arising from the Ladies Committee it was
agreed that a new department should be launched, to be called the
'Ministry of old Clothes'. A lady with knowledge of the 'trade' was
engaged as supervisor, and with her enthusiastic staff of other ladies,
she set up headquarters in Cumberland Street. This venture was a massive
success, and they all had to move to other and larger premises.
It soon became regular practice for each of the stations to be visited
in rotation by a team of ladies. Quantities of clothes, bedding and
blankets were received. Some were given to those in need, the remainder
was sold at a modest price which enabled the ladies to pass over a
substantial profit to the Treasurer of the Society. A Clothing Department
in Park Row which was an offshoot of the Ministry of old Clothes, was the
headquarters for the storage of clothes which were almost in new
condition, and were kept there as a basic reserve. These ventures grew
apace, and were under separate administration, who made their own report
and presented their own financial statement to the General Committee of
the Society.
The involvement of the ladies, through their own Committee was
widespread and imaginative. They assisted the Secretaries of the Society
by receiving and subsequently distributing, Dispensary, Hospital and
Infirmary notes to those who were sick. Gifts of books, magazines,
tracts, and any other 'wholesome' literature were also cared for by the
ladies - thus enabling the missionaries to concentrate on their personal
and pastoral work.
When, in his Will, a friend of the City Mission left a sewing machine
for the use of the ladies, they immediately set up a clothes repair shop
where the wear and tear of all and sundry was expertly and quickly
repaired for a small charge, of course!
It would be impossible to assess the amount of money the women of the
Society, by their enterprise and skill, were able to earn and hand over
to the Treasurer for his use on behalf of the work. It would be equally
difficult to record the range of loving service which they initiated and
which brought hope and pleasure to so many.
Consider a brief, yet significant comment by Maria Waterman:
“We sent 24 poor children away into the country last year for a
fortnight's change each".
These few, modest words say it all, without fuss, or extravagant
claims. They had been doing it for years, and even a day outing to the
seaside was enjoyed by many who thought Weston-Super-Mare was some place

at the end of the earth. Without the ladies, that is what it would have
been for most of the slum children.
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All this was made possible because they had established their own 'Fresh
Air Fund', and because they unmercifully pestered all their friends for
subscriptions.
Miss Waterman went on to mention casually that upon hearing of the work
of the ladies on behalf of the Bristol City Mission, someone had started
a similar scheme in London, based upon the same pattern. Bristol was
first again!
It would surely be a little less than human or natural, if we elevated
the ladies and pretended that they were always riding high on the lofty
peaks of their achievements. Was there never a word or look out of place,
you might enquire? Are City Mission men and women really too good to be
true? One well-meaning lady who was ruling her colleagues with a somewhat
heavy hand was quietly taken aside, and in most diplomatic and delicate
words was shown that there is always a better way. Peace and concord
among the ladies was thus restored. May 14th 1909: "It was agreed to
recommend to the General Committee, the desirableness of enlarging the
Executive, and that a number of ladies should be added to the Executive
Committee."
This was to be a significant breakthrough. The ladies had become such
an essential part of the work that to share also in the deliberations of
its administration was clearly only a matter of time. Three ladies were
eventually appointed, the Lady Mayoress, Mrs. Edward Robinson, Miss S.
Jey, and Miss Tribe. This very wise decision was to give the ladies of
the Society even greater purpose, they now felt completely involved, and
although the traditional feminine skills of catering and caring continued
as before, now their dedicated gifts of personality were marshalled to a
new and highly potential dimension.
In less than a year as members of the Executive, the ladies had already
made a substantial impact, and were involved in a new and most successful
enterprise. This was to become known as the Ladies Drawing Room meetings.
Arising directly from the drive and persistence of the 'Executive
ladies', scores of the large houses in the Redland and Clifton districts
of Bristol, were to become the venue for these meetings which, the social
side apart, were to create such a widespread interest on behalf of the
City Mission amongst the better off who were in the position to give
essential and most welcome assistance to the work.
No home was beyond the reach of the ladies in their quest for support
for the cause, and so it is not surprising that even the Drawing Room of
the Mansion House was eventually the setting of one of their sessions,
with tea and cakes and the City Mission being the chief focal point of
the occasion, the Lady Mayoress presiding.
September 17th 1914: "it was agreed by the Executive that one of their
members, Miss Tribe, should represent the Society on the Committee of the
Bristol Lying-in Institution".
So yet another breakthrough for one of the ladies of the Executive in a
new field of caring where perhaps a male member of the Executive might
not have been entirely appropriate! For over 40 years, another lady had
cared for a unique yet most worthy activity amongst the younger women and
girls of the City Mission. This was the 'Sewing Class', where again, the
'sewing' was not the important element. Thousands of young women had
passed through the class during Mrs. Naish's supervision, and in every
case, the little lady had carefully yet without fuss, ensured that the
claims of Christ were simply yet sincerely expressed. The girls loved
Mrs. Naish - which explains why every session always filled the Mission

Hall at Great Ann Street to utmost capacity. Her daughter most graciously
undertook the work when Mrs. Naish, through age and illness, retired.
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The first Lady to become President of the City Mission Society was Miss
Frances G. Robinson J.P. who came into office in 1940. Mrs. K.H. Cooper
became President in 1954, and served so well that the was invited to
continue for a further year, when the was succeeded by Mr. Gerald
Chilvers, the son of the one-time Minister of the Metropolitan
Tabernacle, the Rev. H. Tydeman Chilvers.
Miss Katherine Gotch Robinson was President in 1957. In 1955, at a
meeting of the Executive, "It was resolved that Miss E.E. Green be
invited to become Assistant Hon. Treasurer of the Bristol City Mission
Society".
Miss Green agreed, and thus a position of great responsibility in the
affairs of the Society was held by yet another lady. In due course, Miss
D.A. Coward was appointed Treasurer.
This chapter is a tribute to all the lathes who quietly, and usually
without due appreciation, have made their own impact upon the work of the
City Mission.
Thus: “When a lady's in the case, you know all other things give
place”.

CHAPTER TWELVE
WHEN DUTY CALLS. . . OR DANGER
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The City Missionary is always at war. His conflict is not amid the noise
and confusion of the battlefield, where in the words of Ella Wheeler
Wilcox, "he who slaughters the most is all men's pride and boast", but is
rather within the hearts and lives of the men and women who in that inner
struggle, are so often the losers.
There is, however, the other kind of warfare too - which springs from
human pride, bitterness and folly, and on two occasions since the year
1900 there have been major confrontations involving our nation.
The 1914/18 conflict was overseas - the danger reasonably remote, but
nevertheless the back streets of the city were to become involved because
so many of the young men who lived there were suddenly to become
significant - their country had need of them. Almost overnight the
Society found a new mission, and additional ministry created by the war.
These extra demands were to extend and impoverish already straitened
resources.
So the City Mission went to war too - but with weapons which were to
give help and bring hope. Within the city, the authorities set up a
"Distress Committee", and the Society, together with the other Christian
groups in the city, were represented. The Y.M.C.A. and the Salvation Army
were deeply committed already and the City Mission Society forthwith
agreed that in the event of need, the use of any of the Mission premises
should be granted. The schoolroom at Broadmead Baptist Church was already
being used by the forces, and the need for more accommodation was
increasing almost daily.
There were in 1916, four missionaries out of the total of ten, who were
of military age, and the Society had provisionally applied for exemption
for them on the grounds that they would be covered under the provision of
the Act, as Ministers of Religion. It was agreed by the Committee of the
Society, however, that the missionaries must be at liberty to decide this
for themselves.
As the war ran its course, the toll of casualties increased with
devastating inevitability. In the homes of rich and poor alike there was
more heartbreak - more flowing tears as the official notifications in all
their stark finality were handed to the women who henceforth would be
known simply as 'war widows'. Some of the shattered men who did return
were to be seen, as the writer recalls, haunting the streets like so many
pathetic, limbless, sightless spectres - many came to the lodging houses,
the homeless, the hurt refugees from a score of battlegrounds, now to
face the ultimate foe - hopelessness. The only relief they would know
would be by the intervention of the 'last enemy'.
In all this, with the gentle touch of the compassion of the Master was
also the missionary with a word of hope and support for the newly
bereaved, and bringing his friendship and understanding to the broken in
body and spirit.
One feature of the 1917-1920 era, which has become commonplace to us in
our day, was the emergence of the phrase 'Cost of Living'. It has been
with us ever since. Increases in the salaries of the missionaries were
discussed because of the "prevailing high prices of food and clothing".
The Committee agreed to increase their salary by four shillings, thus
making their pay forty three shillings per week.
Change was in the air. There was much which would never be the same.
There would be bitter winters of discontent. Strikes, lockouts, and

violent disputes would mark the years of unrest. The General Strike of
1926 would almost bring the country to its economic knees. The 'peace'
was empty and unhappy.
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So came 1939 - and war again. A different war, because there would be a
new meaning to the old concept of the 'front line' - it was now to be
located in the Dings, St. Philips, Barton Hill, Bedminster and every
other part of cities like Bristol. The terror by night and day had come.
On 550 occasions, a cold, fearsome shudder was to grip the people of
Bristol as the Air Raid warning sped its grim way to vibrate the twanging
nerves of old and young - a satanic sound which heralded the loss of
1,159 lives, the destruction of 2,500 homes and partial wreckage of
46,000 houses. Ancient churches, historic buildings, beautiful streets
and cultural treasures were reduced to rubble. York Road City Mission was
destroyed, and Jubilee Hall so badly damaged that services were held
elsewhere - there was also damage to the premises of six other stations.
The City Mission was at the heart and in the heat of it again, but this
time it would suffer the anguish of its own wounds as the pounding from
the air increased in devastating momentum.
All the premises of the Society were offered as First Aid Posts, and
all the missionaries were at the very centre of every emergency not only
within their own province, but wherever there was a need - there also was
the missionary.
From three of the Mission Stations over 40 men were called up. From all
the other stations, other men and women were slowly disappearing too. It
was becoming almost impossible to maintain the day to day activities of
the work. There was the 'black out' - shortages of the common essentials
and a new generation of 'war widows'. Air raids were keeping the 87
missionaries on duty almost around the clock - the Committee called a
special meeting which arose out of their serious concern for the health
of all the missionaries who were showing ominous signs of great strain.
What they asked, can we do - there were so many people living within
sight of breaking point, yet by the grace of God that point was rarely
reached.
The writer has a clear recollection of the crypt beneath St. Luke's
Church, Barton Hill, on a number of Sunday evenings. Hundreds of people,
some from the damaged City Mission at Barton Street, were packed into the
vast area. The Rector, Mr. Bevan was there so also was City Missionary
Bill Davis - a little harmonium to lead the singing. There were the
ladies of the church, running the canteen. There was the crying of the
hoard of babies, a card school was killing time until morning for some,
others were dozing with restless discomfort. In the mind of them all was
the unspoken dread that, come day break they could surface to discover
that they too were homeless. I was there as a friend, and to lead the
Epilogue. What, I asked myself, have I to say that will help?
How often that question must have dominated the minds of the great and
gallant band of men - the missionaries, as by day and night, they loyally
faced the flock God had committed to their charge. At one point of the
war, one missionary had 55 men away on active service - this meant that
there were 55 wives and mothers for his caring ministry.
The sounding of the last 'All Clear' was to be the signal for complete
and far reaching change. The years since 1827 and up to 1945 had afforded
begun by the removal of people to the new estates, would now be greatly
accelerated as the result of the nightly visitation of the enemy. The day
of the bulldozer had dawned, whole areas were being cleared - grass and
shrubs began to grow where dark depression had reigned, from seed,
strangely and miraculously borne on the fresh breeze which now swept
through the one time densely populated areas.
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The City Mission Society looked at the raw emptiness which was spreading
with increasing rapidity around some of the Stations, and pondered upon
the significance of the new situation the changes had brought.
Was this to be the end - or a new beginning?

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
OVERCOMING THE OVERDRAFT
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A story of success in any field of human endeavour must also be a record
of personal sacrifice. Certainly within the realm of Christian Service,
those in the forward line who are taking the message to the people would
not survive without the support of 'those behind who are continually
crying forward', - or in the familiar terms of reference of the Apostle
Paul: “how shall they preach except they be sent”.
From its inception there was never a shadow of doubt or shade of
uncertainty in the minds of the pioneers of the work of the City Mission,
they most certainly knew their calling. There were many times, when
pressures from without, and within, made the exercise of that mission a
task almost beyond the limit of the endurance and emotional capacity of
the very human men and women who were the spearhead of the work. Such is
the resilience of the human spirit however, especially when it is
reinforced by the grace of God that even a setback can often become the
springboard for new effort. "If this is of God it will prosper", they
said.
In business, as in one's personal affairs, it is accepted by the
dictates of reason and prudence that the stability and goodwill of any
project can be gauged and become valid only when the enterprise is
undertaken within the limits of available resources. The business or the
individual, living beyond their means, is ultimately doomed to the
embarrassment of inevitable insolvency. It is when we move into the realm
of the spiritual that we discover a new and exciting dimension which can
and does transform the limitations, and frequently the logic of human
effort. This extra factor, this hidden ingredient, is the fullness of
God, expressed in the strange and often dramatic way whereby He can touch
and open the hearts of His people so that they become an extension of His
grace - a direct line of communication to transmit His sufficiency like a
flowing stream, into every situation of need or distress.
With the exception of the very rare occasion, each successive Treasurer
of the City Mission Society, when presenting his end of year report,
invariably reported a deficit. Sometimes this could be as little as a few
hundred pounds - it could also be as much as £4000. A deficit was never a
reflection upon the generosity of the many supporting friends, but was
rather an indication of the widespread demands upon every aspect and
department of the work. How could there possibly be a running surplus,
when daily the Macedonian call was loud and insistent.
An honourable salary structure for the staff, the constant demands for
the maintenance of mission buildings, free meals, free literature, the
list is lengthy and impressive, and in the earlier days, there would be
so little coming into the treasury of the Society from the poorer people
themselves. The Society rightly held the view that it existed not to take
from the poor, but rather to bring help and encouragement to them in
their need. So the help must come from other and more able sources.
Over the years the Society has been greatly blessed as God raised up
outstanding men to handle its finances, from John Robertson, the first
Treasurer, to Henry Pannell who is now in office. Some of the most
distinguished men and women in the city have served the Society as
Treasurer, and the survival of the work may well be traced to the wisdom
and acumen of such men who under God, were such sound and dedicated
advisors.

The first Treasurer's Account, presented in 1828, indicated that the
income and expenditure for that year was £142. As a point of interest and
comparison, recent figures for the year 1977 indicate that the Annual
income was now of the order of £11,000. Still with a deficit reported.
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The figures seem to show the effect inflation has had even within the
financial structure of a Christian community.
Without doubt, it was often the receipt of legacies which brought
timely relief to the hard pressed finances of the work. Even when such
generosity came to the Society the officers, with an eye to the future,
would give most careful consideration to the best ways of vesting such
welcome income.
Nothing was taken for granted - a friend of the Society had died, and
had left £2000 for the work. Alderman lnskipp, a leading figure in
Bristol was an executor. Before he made payment, he requested the then
Treasurer of the Society to call upon him at his office with the Minute
Book of the City Mission in order to establish that he was in fact the
Treasurer. Thereupon, he passed over the money!
The Treasurer was Mr. Norman Wills - himself a well-known business man,
and certainly known to Mr. Inskipp who nevertheless was taking no
chances!
In 1870, it was decided to 'budget', and the sum of £1000 for that
year, was agreed as the target. It was resolved: "That Mr. Waterman and
the Secretary together with other members of the Committee shall act as
guarantors for the amount of £600 overdraft".
To be a member of the committee in those days could sometimes prove to
be an expensive exercise!
Several of the eight members who comprised the Committee at that time,
perhaps with the spectre of the £600 deficit in mind, spent the following
year on numerous visits to all the city churches, stirring up financial
support. It was reported: "That Mr. Godwin had visited Broadmead Chapel,
and Mr. Jack had visited Arley Chapel, and were glad to say that a number
of new collectors were appointed".
Some of the other Committee members had similar success on their own
visits elsewhere. The Committee eventually had to find £45!
The City Mission was one of the earliest groups to consider the setting
up of a Pension Scheme for the staff, in their case, that would be the
missionaries. It was therefore agreed in 1865 that the sum of £150 be set
aside for this purpose. It was further suggested that perhaps the members
of the Committee would be prepared - and willing, to initiate this worthy
fund, and the amounts each promised is carefully recorded in the minutes.
Subsequently the maintenance of the Pension Fund was administered from
other income sources, no doubt to the relief of the Committee members.
There have been very few Annual reports, over the years, by the
incumbent Treasurer which have not indicated a state of financial
imbalance, the year 1904 being especially beset. It was therefore a great
joy to the Society that a gift of £1000 was received from Mr. J. Storrs
Fry - 'to clear the present debt of the Society'. That generous gesture
reduced the deficit that year to the most modest sum of8.
Such was the resilience and confidence of the leaders of the work, that
less than two years later, the setting up of a £12,000 'Forward Fund' was
proposed, and from Lord Winterstoke, Sir Herbert Ashman and Mr. Fry
again, £3000 was immediately promised.
This gesture of faith - and works, on the part of the Committee was
abundantly vindicated. Early in the nineteen hundreds, the sum of £12,000
was a substantial and ambitious target. Arising from that programme, the
work at Dean Lane was conceived, together with strengthening and greater
stability of some of the other outposts of the Society.

It was in the period 1910-1920 that the work of the City Mission made a
substantial impact upon the awareness, and thus the generosity too, of a
number of friends who were to make financial settlement for the work in
their wills.
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The needs of the missionaries was carefully reviewed, and salaries were
increased to £3 per week - a fair wage it would appear for those days.
There were also certain other small personal allowances which the 10
missionaries greatly appreciated.
In 1916, it was agreed that each of the missionaries should be granted
14 days annual, paid holiday. It is recorded that in some cases,
missionaries took advantage of this kindly gesture with some reluctance.
So caught up were they that some actually regretted the opportunity of
getting away from their people even for such a well-earned and fully
justified break.
The sense of vocation and commitment often extended to the missionary's
family too, for on one occasion, when a missionary was ill in hospital
for two months, the members of the family, having sought permission, took
over his duties until he was able to resume. His salary would have been
paid regardless, so this was in fact, a labour of love on their part.
When his more active services as a missionary concluded, that other great
little man, Mr. J.W. Little - he of the big, loving heart, asked to be
allowed to become a collector for the Society - and only his last illness
terminated his labours and utter devotion to the work.
The extensive and persistent efforts of the “collectors” working on
behalf of the Society in their own churches and among their friends, was
the main source of income of the work.
With such a happy relationship on every hand, with the willingness of
all to give and take, it is hardly surprising that the work prospered and
that men and women and children were being reached and touched by the
power of the Gospel.
Over the years the ebb and flow of income and expenditure of any
business, civil, or church group presents a major problem to those behind
the scenes who are responsible for making an assessment of fixture needs,
targets are ever elusive, and the financial success and surplus of one
year can so easily be absorbed into the vortex of the following year's
failure and loss. To this erratic unpredictable pattern the City Mission
is equally prone - yet a glance at the past 150 years of the work is to
become aware of a rebuke to the timid who would urge caution. Why then
has the Society survived - often without the comfortable cushion of
adequate resources and reserves? The answer is not hard to find because
it lies within the warm hearts and in the open hands of the people of God
who have brought their gifts, often quite anonymously, to the Lord's
treasury, thereby enabling Him, as He promised, to open the window of
heaven and pour out a faith surprising blessing. Herein he the reserves
and resources of all God's people.
In 1944 a change in the structure of the City Mission Society took
place. For in that year, and after over 20 years of careful
consideration, the Society became Incorporated.
Whilst the ladies of the Society were busy with their successful
Drawing Room meetings, some of the men of the Committee were
experimenting with 'Business Men's Breakfasts'. This was a device with
the same objective - the furtherance of the work of the City Mission. A
good advocate of the work, well placed at the table between two of the
right people, could hardly fail to cash in (!) with his neighbours within
the cordial and relaxing atmosphere of a friendly breakfast session. All
this happened many years before modern politicians discovered the value
of similar, early morning strategy.

Help towards the work sometimes came from most unexpected sources. The
sum of £20 was offered by the Ministry of Labour, 'for distribution by
the Society to the poor and needy'.
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No reason for this outburst of generosity was given. The Treasurer asked
no questions for conscience sake.
There was however, always a sensitive conscience on the part of the
Officers when ways and means of raising money were being considered - and
at all times they took a hard and uncompromising stand against the use of
raffles, and, as on one occasion with George Muller, when a gentleman
came with a sum of money which he admitted was part of a big gambling
win, the gift was firmly yet gently, declined.
God, overwhelmingly, honoured the scruples of His servants, for that
particular year the income of the Society was increased by some 15%. He
is no man's debtor.
The success of the 'forward movement' in 1906 when the Society set
themselves a target of £12,000 remained in the mind of the Executive as a
challenge. As 1927 was to be Centenary year they said, why not set a
further cash peak as part of the celebrations. Thus for a second time in
approximately 20 years the Society raised their sights, and for the
second time, God responded as the hearts and concern of His people were
touched.
Bristol City Mission Week was to become an institution. Initiated in
1944, it continued to serve the finances of the Society until
approximately 1965. The appropriate week each year was a useful stimulant
to the work within the Mission Stations, but even more important, it
provoked interest and an increased awareness of the needs of the Society
amongst the members of the city churches. The resultant extra income was
invaluable, if not always as substantial as were the high hopes of the
Society.
The Registration of the City Mission Society as a Charity under the
1960 Act was confirmed in 1967.
Although the Stations of the City Mission were so frequently in need of
help themselves, there was always a sensitive awareness of the plight of
others. Some of the most sacrificial giving within the fellowship of the
Stations was expressed at Dean Lane Mission when it was decided to
install what was to be known as the 'Mite Box'. In another station there
was set up a 'Farthings Box'. These were for the use of those who were
desperately poor, and for whom the giving of a mite was indeed, often all
they had. The proceeds of those two funds were then given to the poor!
The same Lord surely stood by those boxes as He once stood near another
treasury box, and He was touched with the same pleasure at the loving
concern of those who give 'all they have'.
For many years before the 1930 period and for many subsequent years,
friends within the Mission Stations made their modest yet willing gifts
to the support of 'outside' causes. There was the Blanket Lending
Society, the fund for Blind Babies, Flowers and Fruit for the Sick, the
Lord Mayor's Hospital Fund, the Salvation Army. The amounts passed over
to these causes were not great, but on occasion, especially after a
special effort, it did range between £50-£80 per year. Thus so often does
the poor help the poor.
This chapter on some aspects of the financial life of the Society is in
itself a reflection and a re-iteration of the confidence we all must have
in the unchanging and unchangeable faithfulness of God.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
A TABLE IN THE WILDERNESS
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Can God furnish a table in the wilderness?
The Psalmist who so long ago, posed the question, had already found the
answer within his own experience.
Can God . . .? We might also enquire in our own day. The answer for us
is partially to be found within the pages of this book, as we see again,
with the Psalmist, how the wilderness of human poverty and distress can
indeed become the setting for a new and exciting awareness of God's
fullness and His purposes of grace.
The table is spread by the grace of God, and it is laden with a Royal
feast of good things: fellowship, friendship, forgiveness and also fun and everyone is welcome.
To visit a City Mission is to become immediately aware of the people's
love of singing. Where two or three are gathered together in a Mission
Hall there is sure to be a hymn book in the midst - as well as the unseen
presence of the One who always 'makes the feast', and who comes, not as
guest, but as the Host.
As early as 1870, serious consideration was given to the compilation of
a Hymn Book for the use of the City Mission stations. Consideration of
the cost of production eventually prohibited the publication, there were
nevertheless other less ambitious collections of hymns printed which were
used in the Stations for a number of years. Most of the singing at the
services was accompanied by a harmonium, a useful but usually inadequate
instrument. One missionary was offered a much more powerful organ at the
very special low price of £115. He immediately accepted, and the
instrument was duly installed in his Mission Hall. The members of the
station were so delighted with their new organ that they pledged
themselves to repay the cost over two years. Unwisely, the missionary
concerned had not thought to consult the Officers of the Society about
this. After all, he and his people were paying for it, he reflected.
The erring Missionary was called before the Committee, who were as
embarrassed as he. They could hardly request the removal of the organ,
since it had now been 'built in'. He was most penitent - and after a most
lengthy discussion it was agreed that the offending instrument should
remain. Thus Great Ann Street became the happy possessor of the best
organ in any of the other stations of the Society! At some time over the
years, most of the stations were blessed with their own male voice choir.
The use of Brass Band instruments within the Mission Halls was an event
greatly appreciated by all. Such bands were usually visitors, and always
attracted full congregations, so much so, that for one Sunday, Mr. Cozens
had booked the old “Peoples Palace” for the service. He was subsequently
in some difficulty with the Officers of the Society because in their
view, every service within the City Mission Society should take place at
the appropriate Hall.
Mr. Cozens accepted this, and assured them it would not happen again.
The 'Imperial Prize Band' was top of the pops in the era, 1900, and from
time to time they were glad to visit the stations, as were a number of
bands of that period, including the band which was based on Great Ann
Street Mission.
The missionaries seemed to regard the whole of Sunday, as they rightly
should, as the Lords Day, and quite often, after the evening service in
the Hall was concluded, they would go to the Durdham Downs on sunny, fine

evenings and conduct an Open Air Service there - and if a band was
available that would be an added attraction. As recently as 1930, the
missionaries were also conducting regular outdoor services at St. George
Park, and in the park at St. Anne’s.
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Within the weekly programme of several of the mission stations there was
usually a band practice night. These bandsmen, or women, were either of
brass or stringed instrumentalists, preparing for the Sunday Services, or
for the occasional 'outside' engagement. Where there was also a Boys
Brigade Company there would also be bugle practice night.
Sometimes, near neighbours of the stations where the practice session
was in full blast, would have their own thoughts about the local band,
especially when they were blazing away on a week night.
With the coming of Crofts End Mission into the wider fellowship of the
City Mission, there came also their own Band - a group of gifted men and
young people who are well known and whose music has been greatly
appreciated. In 1974, all the well-worn and aged instruments were
replaced to the delight of all members of the band.
Music, surely, is a part of the feast which is furnished in the
wilderness.
From the City Mission stations there has always been heard a Sound of
Music - where there was no band there was the sound of voices. These were
the poorer people for whom the coming into their lives of the grace of
God meant the opening up of a new and exciting world, although alas, they
still must remain within the cold poverty of their familiar daily
existence. Thus the mission became for them a world apart. With them as
with so many living in that 'Land of Song' across the Bristol Channel,
Sunday, and the sheer joy of it - the singing - the fellowship, must not
end with the Benediction in the chapel.
The stations of the Society formed their own choir. This led to the
establishment of the United City Mission Choir, which was always in
attendance on the great inspirational occasions, to lead the praise. The
appointment of the choirmaster was most carefully considered, and some
most gifted men and women have held that responsible post.
At one time there were 250 members in the United Choir. Thus God was
adding to the table the extra ingredient of the joyful human voice with
its harmony of praise.
With so much joy abroad, albeit still very much against the backcloth
of all the drab reality of their surroundings, the stage was set for
another step to be taken in shared happiness. In 1929 it was recorded
that: "Mr. W.E. Milton reported that the Registrar had certified six
stations of the City Mission Society for the Solemnization of Marriages".
We can only imagine the excitement and thrill in the back streets of
the Dings and St. Philips on the day of the wedding of a local bride and
groom, no longer having to be married elsewhere in one of the grand
churches, but in future being wed at the Mission Hall in their own
street.
It was not until some years after the commencement of the work, it was
agreed that the missionaries should be allowed to administer the Lord's
Supper. The reason for the delay in making this ordinance an essential
part of the life and nature of the work, particularly in very early days,
was the limited facility and inconvenience of a hired room in someone's
house as the only sanctuary available. The coming and going of the other
residents presented a problem to every kind of devotional occasion. If a
missionary felt able to share the Communion with two or three members of
his flock in their own homes, the Officers had no objection.
With the establishment of Mission Halls, the regular celebration of the
Lord's Supper became possible and has remained the central and essential

basis of fellowship ever since, linking all the believers in each of the
stations with each other, and with all the saints of God, worldwide.
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To share in the fellowship of the Lord's Table with the friends at a City
Mission Hall, is to find oneself on Holy Ground - this has even been the
Christian's experience wherever and whenever the simple yet sublime feast
is spread.
Those who meet for worship within the fellowship of the Society are
very much the same sort of people who, as fellow believers, meet and
greet each other within the sphere of any other church community. The
same personal characteristics are evident. There are those who are strong
in personality and in faith, and those whose knowledge of God is
personal, but rather more uncritical and easy going. The strength, and
the wonder of the people of God, of whatever denomination or
dispensation, is surely the unarguable fact, that they have each been
brought together as a fellowship, not because they are all the same, but
rather because they are all different. The gentle John, and the forceful
Peter of the gospels, complementary with the scholarly, completely
mature, Paul the apostle. All have found that even within the wilderness
in which the life span of so many is lived, there is to be found the
fullness of God’s grace.
Can God furnish a table in the wilderness?
The story of the City Mission Society provides an eloquent and emphatic
affirmation.
Yes, experience and faith asserts - God can!

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
ANY OTHER BUSINESS...!
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Having presided at many meetings over the years, I have frequently
wondered who welcomes the final item on an agenda, with the greatest
relief. That item is also the title of this chapter. Will the chairman be
the most gratified, or will it perhaps be the long-suffering members of
the committee or group who can now relax?
Under Any Other Business I would like to reflect on a number of issues
and events which are not especially related to each other, but which are
all part of the texture and fabric of the City Mission story.
There have been two major celebration occasions in the life of the
Society. The Centenary in 1927, and more recently, the Queen’s Silver
Jubilee in 1977.
The first hundred year period was dramatic in progress and achievement.
The Society also marked the Centenary occasion dramatically too. The date
was February 28th. The Colston Hall was filled to capacity by the very
large number of friends the Society had made. The service was just short
of three hours in length. The City Mission United Choir was in full
strength, and Ralph T. Morgan was at the organ. Canon Cox of Bristol
Cathedral led in prayer.
Dame Clara Butt received purses of money on behalf of the funds of the
Society, The Sheriff of Bristol brought the greetings of the city, and
the Rev. D.J. Hiley, minister of Broadmead Baptist Church gave the
address, the great assembly then rose to the stirring Hallelujah Chorus.
A special Centenary Handbook was also prepared to mark the occasion.
The Jubilee in 1977 was celebrated at Broadmead Baptist Church and at
Zion Chapel, Bedminster. The Colston Hall was the setting for a great
evening of praise, led by the Stanshaw Silver Band, and the Morriston
Orpheus Choir. The Lord Mayor of Bristol and the Lady Mayoress were
present to represent the city.
During the three days of special celebration, an exhibition of pictures
and documents was on display at Broadmead Baptist Church.
The years between those two events, and certainly the period preceding
1927 were days of constant review and reassessment. The Society was never
static - the Officers were always willing to experiment, success or
failure in the long term had very little effect, as they calmly accepted
the new situation each day would bring.
In an attempt to streamline administration, a 'Consultation Committee'
was set up, comprising 24 members gathered from some of the groups
already in existence. Their terms of reference, were the consideration of
every aspect of the overall pattern of the work, and then to make
recommendations and to thus save valuable executive and general committee
time. This arrangement worked reasonably well for a few years, but was
not the success it promised to be.
One of the Consultation Committees briefs, was to look carefully at all
the publicity within the Society, also to examine magazines and other
literature which were prepared by the various stations, with the object
of developing the best of what was already there, and discouraging other
material which was not always commendable. There were complaints that the
Annual Reports of the Society were too long and too costly. It would
appear that this latter piece of research on the part of the special
committee must rank as one of their failures, because whatever their

subsequent advice to the main committee, the reports continued to be long
and costly, until more recent years brought overdue changes.
Several times during its lifetime, the Bristol City Mission Society
felt inclined to make contact with similar groups in the other major
cities.
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It was felt, that to become involved in an exchange of ideas and the
sharing of mutual problems, could be a helpful experience for all
parties. This plan was not satisfactory because each group was
geographically remote from the others, and for the idea to be meaningful,
there must be regular contact which was not achieved by the occasional
interchange of representatives.
The City Mission Society is non-political, it has no colour or bias. It
is an independent group, and it has therefore always set itself against
the use of its premises for political purposes.
The Society has not been remote when it was felt that important issues
demanded that a stand must be taken. They were deeply disturbed for
example, when Sunday opening of cinemas was granted during the 1939/45
war. Over the years the conscience of the Society was always sensitive to
the implications and changes in the Licensing Law. Within their own
direct sphere of responsibility it was reported that some of the men
attending one mission station were using playing cards. The Officers of
the Society immediately approached the missionary of that station and
made their position very clear. This can lead to gambling they said, and
we are not allowing gambling on City Mission premises.
When any issue emerged within the life of the Society which involved
discipline, or rebuke, or perhaps a word of advice or guidance, the
Officers gave long and careful thought to whatever action they felt was
appropriate.
One of the missionaries began to call himself 'Reverend'. It was felt
that as he had not been ordained, and out of consideration of the
possible reaction of the ordained ministers whose support and goodwill
the Society valued and needed, the use of this title, unless it was
justified, should be discouraged. Happily, the missionary agreed, and the
matter was forgotten.
The Society, through its Officers and Committee was always closely
associated with each of the other Free Churches in the city. It was
therefore fitting that in due course, the City Mission Society should be
invited to appoint a representative to the Bristol Free Church Federal
Council. Mr. Benger of Owen Street Mission was appointed to the Council
in 1946.
From the commencement of the work, all the committee members, including
the Executive, were 'outside' friends who were serving the cause as
representatives of the churches of which they were themselves in
membership. Most of the Executive members were men, and in later years,
women, who were there by personal invitation. The time came when it was
decided that three prominent men with business experience, who were each
directly associated with their own mission, should be invited to become
members of the Executive of the Society. The three gentlemen concerned,
Mr. Ronald Brown, Mr. H. Brown, and Mr. F.W. Sterner, all accepted the
invitation, and in 1949 became the first actual City Mission men to sit
within the Executive. It was however pointed out to the other stations
that these three gentlemen were on the Executive because of their own
personal qualities rather than as the representatives of mission
stations. In time, the direct involvement of the stations on the
Executive was increased, and each station now appoints two
representatives.

In the early days of the outreach of the Society, those who responded
and were known as converts, would remain within the fellowship of the one
'room' that was the headquarters of the work. Even when more suitable
premises became available there was still no move on the part of the
Society to offer membership to those who attended the services.
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They could not become a member of a City Mission as other friends could
become members of a Baptist or Congregational church.
This somewhat untidy and most unsatisfactory situation continued until
as late as 1949 when the issue of membership of the mission stations was
raised.
It was not until 1961 that a group sub-committee was set up, comprising
the Minister of Broadmead, the Reverend J. Penry Davies, with Dr. Leonard
Champion, Principal of the Baptist College, the Reverend Basil Sims, and
the Reverend L.G. Webb, with Mr. E. Luton. After carefully considering
the matter, they were able to make the recommendations which in a very
short time led to the establishment of a membership roll at each of the
mission stations.
Over the years, the missionaries had gladly welcomed new people into
the local fellowship, but this had been a somewhat vague procedure. The
new arrangement incorporated a statement of faith, and required the
potential member to make a personal commitment to the work and witness of
the mission hall. This membership structure also insured that when
friends moved from a mission station area, it was possible to give them
an acceptable Note of Transfer to the church of their choice in a new
district.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
THE CHANGING SCENE
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It would be misleading if we gave the impression that wickedness and vice
were prevalent exclusively in the slums of the city. Human weakness and
folly is not exclusive to any particular group. In the slums it seemed to
be more obvious and blatant because there was not the mitigation of the
better housing and social conditions enjoyed by those whose way of life
in a sense, protected them from the raw conditions of a slum existence
People of every level and background go wrong because they are out of
harmony with God's purposes of grace.
Christ's reference to the two men who went up to the Temple to pray,
one to seek forgiveness and the other to relish his own professed
goodness, is timely and relevant. Both men are to be found in the high
and low parts of any city.
Because of this, there has never been the slightest modification in the
emphasis of the essential message of the Society. Herein lies its
strength and influence. Happily the years following the war brought about
a transformation far removed from the slum conditions of early days. How
then can the City Mission, face this new situation, and absorb its
challenge? Is the Society equipped to deal with the changed, and changing
scene? Should the whole strategy of the work be reviewed? What can be
done to sharpen the presentation of the claims of Christ?
These, and many other, allied questions must be asked, and answered by
the Society as also, in truth, such questions must be faced by every
other Christian community professing the Name and Spirit of the Master.
There are, of course, priorities. Perhaps the most essential of all the
pressing claims facing the Society is the vital importance of constant
attention to its own spiritual health and wellbeing. Every human channel
in the past through which God was able to work, has always been clean and
uncluttered. Only thus can the unrestricted fullness of God's blessing
flow. This dependence upon the resources of God has certainly marked the
path and progress of missionaries and members alike through the long and
frequently turbulent years of the work of the missions.
During the months following the Jubilee in 1977, there has appeared a
new awareness of the need for the deepening of the inner, spiritual life
of all who are within the present fellowship of the Society, who are
thus, in succession to a great and triumphant cloud of witnesses. The
local mission with its Prayer Fellowship is part of the evidence, but the
occasional coming together of friends from all the stations to pray
together is a further indication that there is still a great potential
within the Society. Here surely, is the way, here is the means whereby
God can lead His people to the higher ground of a new concept of His
Will, and a fresh sense of confidence as the mission seek to confirm and
re-affirm its identity.
Those of us who have had some association with the business of serving
the public are well aware of the complete changes in technique which have
transformed the presentation of goods and products over the past 20
years. Some of these changes are for the better, other changes are of
doubtful virtue, but at least, to remain solvent, the business man of
today must ever study his own methods of the presentation of both himself
and his wares. The Master had no word of praise or commendation for the

cautious lack of enterprise shown by the unhappy servant who wrapped his
pound in a cloth and buried it in the unproductive safety of his garden.
We are living in the exciting days of electronic marvels, some of which
are already proving of great value to the projection of the message of
the Gospel. Film ministry is already in wide use in churches, including
City Mission Halls.
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Tape ministry is another aid to the preaching of the word undreamed of in
that little room in 1827 where the Society came to birth, when the Magic
Lantern was the breath taking symbol of the limitations of that far off
day.
New electronic development is one indication that we are moving into
another era of astonishing technical progress. Who can tell what other
changes are imminent, and what, at present unknown, other aids will
eventually become available for the use of those who preach.
However, new scientific development apart, the demands of today and
tomorrow is that the City Mission Society shall continue to exercise its
caring ministry. The close knitted communal life around the mission
stations and many churches is almost a thing of the past. Good
neighbourliness in spite of poverty and poor accommodation was something
that the missionaries were able to stimulate and sustain. Now in a
Welfare State and higher standards of living all this has changed.
High Rise flats in which so many live in their own lonely world, is one
of the changes to be faced, as also is the remote and indifferent
attitude of so many young people who are, perhaps rightly, questioning
the old order, and alas, frequently repudiating the basic elements of
behaviour and personal discipline which are the ultimate safeguards of
future stability.
Thus the lonely elderly and the restless and questioning young of our
day, are the real objects and goal of the life transforming grace of the
Gospel.
The young people already within the fellowship of the City Missions,
and those who we seek to win who are still without, are the chief and
most rewarding investment in the future of the witness.
Where it is possible, the mission stations are concentrating their
efforts on winning the young people who are still within reach. In this
very specialised field, the fellowship at St. Anne’s is in a particularly
favoured position. I was glad and gratified, as the Preacher on a Sunday
evening there, to find the Hall well filled with young folk who clearly
felt themselves to be a part of the service. The other stations are all
aware of this same potential.
Owen Street Mission Hall is the veteran amongst the others. It has
survived the post war epoch of change, and the loss of many who were not
only near neighbours, but were also, in many instances, loyal supporters
of the work. Those members who remain are in good heart, and well aware
that possible redevelopment could also mean a new era of witness stemming
from the strengthening of the existing fellowship which new people could
bring.
The City Mission Society, the Mission of Mercy, with all its
missionaries and all its members must aim to restore, indeed to revive,
and to discover afresh for themselves the ever available, unlimited power
and potency of Faith, Hope and Love. So it will be that this Gospel will
be shared with men and women, young and old alike, a Gospel of love
between man and man, but above all, between man and God.
That is the Charge, and the Gospel is the Charter.
"For it can reach the plains, and the streets and lanes, And because it
can, it must!"
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